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ABSTRACT

The consumer landscape has changed: the balance between supply and demand has

shifted, with consumers facing a variety of products and services that are hard to tell apart,

resulting in poor brand loyalty, and customers are now overwhelmed with a flood of constant

information, leading to reduced attention spans that brands have to fight for. Brands have to be

innovative and more efficient in the way they interact with consumers. Brands also have to make

their way through the increasing amount of data collected, and focus only on value-adding data.

Furthermore, in our society where speed now prevails, emotions have become the principal driver

of people's decisions. Hence the opportunity provided by emotion analytics, which enable

companies to analyze customers' cognitive behavior and emotional responses towards their
brand, and to adequately enhance their customer experience to gain competitive edge.

The study includes a detailed overview of why brands should focus their investment in

analyzing customer emotions, as well as a description of how emotions work, and thus how they

can be measured through several different but complementary technologies. The study also

includes interviews of players in the industry, and an overview of current and potential future

applications of emotion analytics for brands looking to improve their customer experience. Last,

we will investigate how people perceive emotion technologies and their impact, how ethical and

legal issues can be tackled, and what can be expected regarding the future of emotion economics.

Thesis Supervisor: Sinan Aral
Title: Professor of Information Technology and Marketing, MIT Sloan School of Management
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I. Introduction to the prevalent importance

of emotions and emotion analytics

1. Redefinition of key terms

Emotions (or affect, as they are typically referred to in emotion science) commonly refer to any
ephemeral conscious experiences defined by intense mental activity combined with a relatively
high degree of pleasure or displeasure (with many subtler variations). Scientific research has not
yet settled on one unique definition. There are most likely overlaps between neuroscientific and
psychological foundations of emotions, feelings, and moods. Emotions are strongly related to
both psychological and physiological arousal with different degrees of arousal relating to
particular emotions (Facial Expression Analysis 2016).

Although the definition of emotion might go way beyond the only neurological aspect, it has
been established that emotions find their root in our brains. Although as mentioned science has
not yet settled on one definition, the article «How to Measure Emotions and Feelings tries to
describe the process of emotions as "lower level responses occurring in the subcortical regions of
the brain (amygdala, which is part of the limbic system) and the neocortex (ventromedial
prefrontal cortices, which deal with conscious thoughts, reasoning, and decision making). Those
responses create biochemical and electrical reactions in the body that alter its physical state -
technically speaking, emotions are neurological reactions to an emotional stimulus.". It is not that
surprising to see that it is the amygdala that plays a key role in emotional arousal, given that it is
responsible for the regulation of the discharge of neurotransmitters, which are crucial as regards
memory consolidation. That is why memories to which strong emotions are attached are usually
held to be long-lasting and more intense.

1.1. How emotions are made (Marci, to be published in 2017)

The two most famous theories regarding how emotions are made are the basic emotion theory
(e.g., MacDougall 1908/1921; Ekman 1972; Davis 1992; Panksepp 1998; LeDoux 2000) and the
psychological construction theory (e.g., Wundt 1897/1998; Schacter and Singer 1962; Russel
1980, 2003; Barrett 2009).

Numerous tools used in consumer neuroscience find their root in research from one or both of
those two theories. Let's look more closely to what differentiates both theories.

The basic emotion theory states that "each individual emotional experience is consistent from
one elicitation to the next, leaving little room for flexibility across experiences and individuals
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(e.g., one person's "fear" is biologically identical to another individual's "fear," and an
individual's "fear" at one point in time is biologically identical to that same individual's "fear" at
a later point in time) (Panksepp 1998). Thus, this basic emotion theory suggests that there is a
one-to-one brain emotion correspondence, making of it a "location-based" model (Marci, to be
published in 2017). The most popular example to support this theory is the role played by
amygdala in fear responses. In this case, the location-based model supports the idea that a fear
response in humans would systematically and preferentially cause the activation of the amygdala-
whereas disgust, for instance, might preferentially stimulate the insula (Vytal and Hamann 2010).
Evidence for this fear-amygdala correspondence assumption has long been supported by animal
models. However, for this basic reasoning to be comprehensive, research should suggest that
emotions different from fear should then not trigger any activity in the amygdala. But precisely,
studies have found that the amygdala is most likely involved in generating other emotions. For
instance, it has been established that when the brain is confronted with an ambiguous situation
(i.e. if the stimulus is ambivalent of only partially visible), the amygdala is activated. Again,
several other studies proved that the amygdala was also more generally involved in arousal of
other emotions than fear (e.g. Sabatinelli et al. 2005).

In contrast, the psychological construction theory uses a two-dimensional space (although there
is also a third, but less prominent, dimension that comes in to play too, i.e. motivation), the two
dimensions being arousal and valence (Russel 1980, 2003; see below for more detail), where
those two dimensions are the elements that bring about the phenomenological and physiologic
experience of an emotion- instead of having a specific circuitry for every different emotion, as it
was the case in the previous theory. The construction theory however supposes that emotional
experiences arise from a basic series of psychological and physiologic responses that are not
exclusive to any one discrete emotion, but rather arise from a "domain-specific set of neural
networks" (Marci, to be published in 2017). Those neural-based responses create psychological
experiences based on both the particular context of the stimulus and on prior relevant occurrences
(i.e. memories) of the person experiencing a similar event. Similar to the location-based model,
the construction-based model starts off with a response to a stimulus. However, it differentiates
from the location theory in that all responses intrinsically follow a similar path and stimulate
similar neural networks or areas of the brain. There are four general steps to the construction-
model, and one is of particular interest:

- Step 1 occurs when a response emerges after having received information through one of
the five senses (often called core affect).

- Step 2 is a conceptualization stage that consists of a psychological mental process,
relative to a stimulus, that connects the core affect to relevant interpretations and
experiences. This step is completed unconsciously and automatically.

- Step 3 focuses on directing executive attention, which plays a crucial role in selecting
only a few experiences (among the hundreds of internal and external experiences that
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inundate the brain simultaneously) that individuals will be conscious of (as opposed to the
other ignored experiences). This is the step marketers should focus on, trying to magnify
the way people feel about a brand's communication.

- Step 4 is where emotions come into words, enabling individuals to express their internal
emotional experiences.

As suggested by Wilhelm Wundt (Wundt 1897/1998), one of the first modern emotion theorists,
individuals are never in a totally "neutral" state, but rather are always experiencing some kind of
background state of emotional response. However, not all emotional experiences get to the fourth
stage. Indeed, individuals are constantly developing core affect, whereas in comparison conscious
awareness of an emotion rarely occurs (Barrett and Bliss-Moreau 2009).

1.2. Emotional states, emotional manifestations

Although the debate on defining emotion is an ongoing one, one commonly accepted definition is
that of Davidson, Scherer, and Goldsmith (2002), editors of the Handbook ofAffective Sciences,
which claims, "Emotion refers to a relatively brief episode of coordinated brain, autonomic, and

behavioral changes that facilitate a response to an external or internal event of significance for the
organism".

In conclusion, emotions could be defined as "complex action programs triggered by the presence
of certain external or internal stimuli" (Facial Expression Analysis 2016), where these so-called
"action programs" consist of the following components:

- Bodily symptoms, that are unconscious and involuntary, like electrodermal conductance

(i.e. skin conductance) or heart rate acceleration
- Action tendencies, i.e. actions that urge you to either flee a perceived danger or prepare

for a strike
- Facial expressions, such as frowning or smiling
- Cognitive evaluations of any given situation or object, stimuli or interaction

Therefore, emotional responses are rooted in our genes, instinctive, and since they manifest

themselves physically, it is possible to measure them.

1.3. Emotions vs. feelings vs. moods

If in every-day language, people tend to substitute one word for the other, emotions, feelings, and

moods do have subtle differences in meanings. After having covered previously the definition of

emotions, we will now cover the definitions of feelings and moods. According to the Facial

Expression Analysis guide (2016),
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- "Feelings are subjective perceptions of the emotional action programs. Feelings are driven
by conscious thoughts and reflections - we surely can have emotions without having
feelings, however we simply cannot have feelings without having emotions.

- Moods are diffuse internal, subjective states, generally being less intense than emotions
and lasting significantly longer. Moods are highly affected by personality traits and
characteristics. Voluntary facial expressions (smiling, for example) can produce bodily
effects similar to those triggered by an actual emotion (happiness, for example).

- Affect describes emotions, feelings, and moods together. Dr. Carl Marci adds, in
Consumer Neuroscience (to be published in 2017), that affect is a term generally used "to
describe any state in which emotional response is present, regardless of whether the
emotional response is experienced on a conscious level or not".

To dive a little deeper into the definition of feelings and how it differentiates from emotions from
a more scientific point of view, feelings originate from our minds only, while emotions are
associated with physical responses that are activated with dopamine and oxytocin discharged by
the brain. Feelings emerge in the neocortical regions of the brain, triggered by emotions, and then
influenced by personal beliefs, thoughts, experiences, and memories associated to that specific
emotion. To sum up, feelings are the result of the brain perceiving an emotion and allotting a
particular meaning to it (« How to Measure Emotions and Feelings , 2016).

Prominent parts of the brain activated by an emotion (left) vs. by a feeling (right):

/
/

/

Prominent parts of the brain activated by an emotion (left) vs. by a feeling (right)
Source: Source: Facial Expression Analysis, Pocket Guide, iMotions, Biometric Research Platform- 2016

As stated in Consumer Neuroscience (Marci, to be published in 2017), marketers and advertisers
should keep in mind that what they try to influence through their content is emotions, which are
very fast to occur (milliseconds to seconds in onset) and brief in responses. On the other hand,
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moods, which are lower in intensity, longer-lasting, and more diffuse responses over time (from
minutes to days), cannot be controlled by marketers and advertisers, although they can surely
influence in-the-moment responses like purchasing decisions (Coleman and Williams 2013).
Focusing on emotional responses is critical for marketers to develop brand-building associations
in the brains of consumers, which will also shape future behaviors.

Let's take a look at one illustration of emotions versus feelings and their correspondence, as
displayed by Jaak Panksepp, Affective Neuroscientist:

Primal Emotions -- Affective Feelings
SEEKING Enthusiastic
RAGE Pissed-off
FEAR Anxious
LUST Horny
CARE Tender & Loving
PANIC Lonely & Sad
PLAY Joyous

Correspondence between emotions and their respective associated feeling
Source: Jaak Panksepp, Affective Neuroscientist, at TEDxRainer, "The science of emotions "(2014)

2. Why it is crucial for brands to improve their understanding of consumers'

emotions

Emotions rule and shape all facets of our lives, from our personal lives to our professional lives,
but most importantly, they govern our decision-making process, without us even noticing most of
the time. Although brands have long thought that customers were rational beings who made their
purchasing decisions mainly based on price and the positioning of the product, brands know
acknowledge that consumers are first and foremost emotional (and sometimes inrrational) human
beings guided by their emotions. As Donald Calne wrote in Within Reason: Rationality and
Human Behavior (2000), "The essential difference between emotion and reason is that emotion
leads to action while reason leads to conclusions". That is why engaging consumers on an
emotional level is crucial for any business today.

Research has established that the emotional centers of a human's brain are the first to get
switched on when a subject is faced with information-processing, content-interacting, or
decision-making. Early activation of emotional centers potentially has great influence on the
consequent cognitive reaction, i.e. the thoughts that arise while we are witnessing a particular
stimulus (G. Zijderveld 2016).
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It takes a long time to build a brand reputation, but it takes as little as an ill-received content
interaction to unravel. For instance, if someone is looking at any kind of brand content, and they
feel bored or disinterested, this one-time negative perception can transfer to the cognitive reaction
to the brand as a whole (G. Zijderveld 2016). That's why brands should focus their efforts on
getting more insight on what remains hidden, the unconscious and most inner reactions. As of
today, thoughts cannot be read, but emotions can. Innovative technologies have started to develop
to enable brands to identify those emotions and record them as a new type of data.

Many organizations have already acknowledged that it is crucial to develop consumer behavior
analysis techniques, but until now the techniques used were merely declarative ones (focus
groups, individual interviews, surveys, etc.). Yet, companies have also already realized that these
techniques have their limitations, since they comprise numerus social biases that prevent people
from truly speaking their minds, or that simply can't capture how they really feel, since
themselves are not completely aware of it, if not totally unaware. Indeed, according to a
contributor to the affective industry whom I interviewed this, close to 90% of the stimuli that
flow through our minds are unconscious stimuli. That's why emotion analytics technologies are
fundamental to track our emotions by allowing us to record the majority of the emotions
experienced in a given time frame- an achievement that a human brain by itself could not
achieve, even if trying consciously and hard. Brands need technology to better understand and
engage consumers.

The changing consumer landscape

Over the last decade, and increasingly over the past several years, two major factors have shifted
companies' paradigm when it comes to understanding and acquiring customers. On the one hand,
consumer demand has changed constantly and rapidly. Customers are overwhelmed by infinite
supply, and thus have become much more selective than ever regarding brand loyalty and
purchasing decisions (Minkara 2016). On the other hand, organizations have to deal with such an
exponential amount of data, that they actually have to capture as many relevant insights as
possible from them to deliver superior omni-channel experiences and ensure brand loyalty.

In our high-supply society, competition is rife and keeps on growing, especially within retail,
making consumer experiences more critical than ever. Delivering always more value to the
customer is key. Yet, paradoxically, in our data-driven world, constant declining survey response
rates and challenges regarding data-collection from particular demographic groups just add to the
pressure (Lawlor, 2017). That is why emotion analytics technologies appear as a genuine
opportunity to drive customer spending and reinforce loyalty, in particular through increased
personalized buyer journeys. According to a study related by Keith Harry from BehaviorMatrix,
today only about 22% of marketers are satisfied with their conversion rate, and 68% of them wish
to use more personalization.
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Companies have always looked into their collected data to adjust their strategy accordingly and
boost their creativity. Searching data to get further insights is not new. What is surprising though,
is that until now, people were satisfied with the quantitative and qualitative, declarative
information they had. For years, even decades now, companies relied on this blind belief that this
rational information was sufficient. Blind belief it is indeed, considering that emotions are
accountable for almost 95% of our decisions (Musnik 2016).

Acquiring those "feel data" (Musnik 2016) will finally give brands real insight on what people
want, what they aspire to, what they expect, and not only in marketing, advertising and retail: all
fields of expertise and industries are gradually getting there too.
As neuroscientist Omella Godard observed (Musnik 2016) when mentioning "emotional KPIs",
"Neurosciences reveal to us the immense capacity of the brain. At a time where rational
dimension has shown its weaknesses and its limitations, the emotional dimension expands the
range of possibilities and forces us to call into question dogmas and conventions, while at the
same time giving us creative energy. Emotion is a new kind of metric, quantifiable, measurable,
computable, and structurable."

Initially limited to ad-testing, neuromarketing is now rapidly expanding its field of application to
customer experience. According to Xavier Fischer from Datakalab, "feel data" are the missing
link that companies need to be genuinely client-centric. Although traditional sales metrics (basket
size, number of visits, etc.) are fundamental in understanding the buyer's journey, they don't
reveal anything about how consumers feel. By complementing those data with "feel data" in their
mix marketing, brands can have a global view of what clients' behaviors and expectations are,
and thus can optimize their customer experience, rather than focusing only on performance
(Michalowska 2017).

Feel data is undoubtedly the next step in Big Data. Emotional intelligence is going to separate the
great from the good.

3. Emotion analytics as a real competitive advantage for brands

3.1. Why using emotion technologies gives brands a competitive edge

Connecting with customers' emotions can have huge payoffs for brands (see chart below). Until
now, trying to build emotional connections had not been pursued in a scientific manner, using
guesses rather than real data, and without knowing what worked and what didn't to achieve a
particular goal. Companies should strive to build emotional connections with their customers as a
science and as a strategy.

Research (Magids et al. 2015) has identified key "emotional motivators" that drive customer's
behavior towards a brand, and that brands should try to align with. They are also the best
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indicators of a customer's life-time value (LTV) to a particular brand - much more accurate than
brand awareness of customer satisfaction- thus a good point to start at to unlock growth potential
and profitability.

Most advanced firms have understood the importance of emotional connection, and have thus
made it part of a broader brand strategy that affects every level in the value chain, all the way
from product development to sales and marketing, and customer service.

As mentioned, Scott Magids, Alan Zorfas, & Daniel Leemon decided ten years ago to start
assembling a list of emotional motivators, and ultimately found out that for a customer to be
emotionally connected with a company, the brand needed to be aligned with the customer's
motivations and support them on the path of fulfilling their deepest desires. Some of the most
popular motivators consist in "standing out of the crowd", "benefiting from a sense of well-
being", or "placing confidence in the future". However, identifying emotional motivators is not
an easy thing to do, especially since quite often, customers themselves are not aware of them. As
a result, emotional motivators differ from what people tend to claim to be the reason for choosing
a brand over another, or from how people say they feel about a specific brand. Emotional
connections can vary greatly depending on the industry, the company, the advancement in the
buyer's journey, etc.

This same research led by Magids and al. proves that customers become more and more valuable
the more they advance in what they call the "emotional connection pathway", which consists of
four steps:

- Being unconnected to the brand

- Being highly satisfied
- Perceiving brand differentiation
- Being fully connected to the brand

Yet, the result that is particularly interesting is to see that the value of a customer increases
dramatically as soon as they attain the fourth step of the path. According to the graph below,
customers that become fully connected with the brand become 52% more valuable on average
than those who are simply highly satisfied (step 2), with this increased value witnessed across
many different metrics, like frequency of use or purchases. Fully emotionally connected
customers have a much higher life-time value.

This finding should call out to all companies and affect how they invest in the buyer's journey.
As of today, many companies have been focusing on turning disappointed customers into
satisfied ones to increase their profit and market share, while they should instead be trying to
convert customers that are highly satisfied into fully connected customers. The research led by
Magids and al. established that the highest returns come from focusing company efforts on
customers that are already emotionally fully connected with the brand.
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Source: Harvard Business Review

3.2. Comparative analysis: traditional research methods vs. biometrics

Although we will see through this thesis that biometric sensors, i.e. physiological sensors (see
detail in part II), are not the only way to measure and analyze emotions, they do represent an
important part of the emotion technologies on the market today. That is why I just wanted to
share how biometric research compares to traditional research (survey, focus groups, etc.). Bryan
Farnsworth's article ef Why You Should Be Doing Biometric Research [Infographic] >> (2017)
states that getting the bigger picture is of course best achieved by using both approaches,
traditional and biometrics. In that sense, biometric sensors are not a substitute to traditional
research, but should come as a complement- a complement that seems more and more necessary
to keep a competitive edge, as noticed earlier.

The advantage of emotion analytics is that it really becomes possible to understand what triggers
certain decisions or actions, and quite accurately predict when a particular action will happen
again. Plus, biometrics measurements are unbiased, diving deeper in an individual's
subconscious, bypassing all social or personal biases, which makes them consistent, unfiltered,
and reliable indicators of behavioral processes.
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Traditional research means, like focus groups and surveys, still remain very valuable in that they
provide information about an individual's conscious thought process, and conscious reasons for
making a decision. Depending on the type of research conducted by a company, getting more
information about the conscious though-process or about the unconscious triggers of an
individual can be equally valuable; and combining both is the best way to get the bigger picture.
The tab below compares traditional methods and biometrics in the value they deliver for those
using them:

Surveys Focus Groups Biometrics

Type Quantitative Qualitative Both qualitative

Bias affects results Somewhat Somewhat Minimal

Approach By asking By asking By measuring

Measures consciousMesre ~f5iOSYes Yes No
preferences?

sues ren To some degree Yes Nofor preferences?

Measres acal To some degree To some degree Yes

Measures visual No No Yes
attention?

Measures emotional No NO Yes
reactions?

Measures subconscious No No Yes
decision-making?

Comparison between traditional market research methods and biometrics
Source: Bryn Farnsworth, < Why You Should Be Doing Biometric Research [Infographic] >, iMotions, Biometric

Research Platform, 02/28/2017

II. Existing emotion-recognition

technologies

Emotions are multi-componential and translate into various physiological aspects, like
electrodermal conductance, heart rate acceleration, pupil dilatation, but also into various
behavioral aspects like facial expressions, vocal tone, posture, and of course other components
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that are very subjective and cognitive, and thus almost impossible to model. Since the cognitive
aspect of an experienced emotion can be expressed in words, it is really important to question the
persons who were subjects to an experiment in order to link physical and behavioral observations
to verbal declarations and get the most insights out of a given experiment (Godard et al., 2017).

As stated by Dr. Carl Marci in Consumer Neuroscience (to be published in 2017), a new type of
market research companies started to surface in the mid-2000s, introducing new tools and
technologies to measure consumers' nonconscious processes, at affordable prices. Those
companies offered technologies with proprietary algorithms to collect and analyze unconscious
emotional responses, with many of these technologies focusing on apprehending responses from
the earlier stages of the emotional process outlined previously. The technologies measured
physiological translations of emotions through biometrics (e.g. skin conductance response, heart
rate), electroencephalography (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and
camera based technologies such as facial coding or eye-tracking. All these technologies are non-
invasive and present marketers with valuable insights.

0. Classification of emotions (Facial Expression Analysis, 2016)

As outlined previously, the psychological construction theory, on which we base our analysis
here, uses a two-dimensional space composed of arousal and valence (Russel 1980, 2003). The
arousal of an emotion refers to is intensity (activating vs. calming), while the valence of an
emotion relates to whether the emotion is a positive or a negative one.

Although many methods used to analyze emotions (described below) can actually only inform us
about the arousal of an emotion without actually giving details about the valence (negative vs.
positive emotion), some methods on the other hand, like facial coding, detect the valence but not
the arousal. That is why emotions have been categorized in this two-dimensional model (see
below). Using this model, emotions can then be sub-classified in subtler emotions- for example
breaking "unhappiness" into a less aroused "bored" state and a more aroused "depressed" state.
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tense alert

nervous excited

stressed elated

upset happy

vle

sad content

depressed serene

bored relaxed

fatigued calm

Two-dimensional space classifier of emotions
Source: Facial Expression Analysis, Pocket Guide, iMotions, Biometric Research Platform- 2016

That being said, a third dimension, which would correspond to a 3D-axis, should also be taken
into account, as pinpointed by Dr. Carl Marci, Chief Neuroscientist at Nielsen Consumer
Neuroscience, whom I interviewed. This third dimension is motivation, which consists in an
approach vs. avoid response. For long, we used to think that we were motivated to go towards
things that we are attracted to, and avoid things we disliked. However, research, in particular

research about addictions, proved that this rule does not always stand, and that you can be

approaching things you don't like or that you know are bad for you. Conversely, if you are on a
diet, you will be avoiding things that you really like. That is why this third axis also matters.

One element that it is important to note, is that those three dimensions are not overlapping

networks on the brain, i.e. they do not stimulate the same parts of the brain.

To summarize, when analyzing emotions, there are three dimensions that you can look at:
- Valence, which can be positive or negative
- Arousal, which can be high or low

- Motivation, which can be approaching or avoiding

1. Tracking emotional valence: Facial coding

The idea that we expose our true emotions through our facial expressions was first brought to

light by none other than Charles Darwin. The renowned evolutionist wrote The Expression of the

Emotions in Man and Animals in 1872, in which he alludes to the fact that mammals disclose
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their emotions on their faces. However, it was only in the 1960s that the topic finally received
attention, when Paul Ekman, now a famed professor of psychology at the University of
California, started to travel to different nations and regions across the world to see for himself if
he could find at least several facial expressions that were universal, regardless of cultures and
geographies. He indeed found universal traits, which later led him to develop a method for
emotion recognition and analysis (see below).

As stated in the Facial Expression Analysis, facial expressions are only one way out of many to
identify emotions, but they are probably the most straightforward and easiest way to read them.
There are three different methods to detect emotions through facial expressions, which are the
following:

- Facial electromyographic activity

- Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
- Computer-vision algorithms

Although the third method is the one we are going to mainly focus on here, we will briefly
describe how the two first methods work, partly because some basic underlying principals are
similar, but also to acknowledge the advantages of computer-vision algorithms.

1.1. Facial electromyographic activity (facial EMG) (Facial Expression Analysis,
2016)

Facial EMG allows you to track the activity of facial muscles thanks to electrodes that are in
contact with the skin surface. The way facial EMG works is that it identifies and amplifies the
very subtle electrical impulses that result from the contraction of the respective muscle fibers.

Research has shown that activity of the muscle responsible for lowering the eyebrows and
involved in producing frowns, known as corrugator muscle, is negatively correlated with the
emotional valence of a specific stimulus, i.e. negative mood or emotions. Conversely, the muscle
that controls smiling, known as zygomatic muscle, is positively correlated with emotional
valence and thus positive mood.

This technique is precise: it can measure even the subtlest facial muscle activity, even if the

subject of the experiment was told to inhibit their emotional expressions. Facial EMG is non-

invasive, and allows for a continuous measurement of facial muscle activity, but on the other

hand, it requires the use of material that is quite intrusive (electrodes, amplifiers, cables), which

also increases subjects' awareness of the experiment and what is measured in particular.

1.2. Facial Coding Action System (FACS) (Facial Expression Analysis, 2016)
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FACS is, simply put, a combination of live observation of the face and of manual coding of facial
activity. The FACS method was developed by Paul Ekman, Carl-Herman Hjorts6, and Wallace
Friesen, and fine-tuned in 2002, with the goal to create a reliable approach to objectively code
facial behavior.

FACS consists of a comprehensive standardized classification of facial expressions based on
anatomic characteristics. FACS experts then closely analyze face videos and interpret any
manifestation of facial expressions as a combination of basic components named Action Units
(AUs). Each observable component of facial movement (muscle or muscle group) is called an
AU, and designated by a number (AU 1, AU2, etc.). All facial expressions can be broken down
into an AU. FACS enables you to distinguish macro-expressions, i.e. those we notice in daily
interactions, from micro-expressions that occur when trying to hide or inhibit the current
emotional state, and from subtle expressions which are just facial expressions of low intensity.

Though FACS presents advantages, such as being non-intrusive, unbiased, and relatively reliable,
it also requires high quality video material, and most of all, the reliability of FACS results depend
highly on the level of training of the experts. Thus, it is an expensive method. It is also very
laborious, given that it can often take 100 minutes to code one minute of video, contingent upon
the complexity and the density of facial activity.

1.3. Computer-vision algorithms (Facial Expression Analysis, 2016)

This new generation of facial coding technologies- completely automated and computer-based
thanks to the combination of machine-learning algorithms and high-quality databases- constitutes
a real breakthrough. Automated facial coding has reengineered affective neuroscience, bringing
to the market and the public domain emotion analytics along with the respective insights.

Affective computing technologies use cameras that are built in laptops, phones, tablets, or
webcams to record videos of the experimentation subjects, which makes them a relatively
inexpensive and practical method (you can have such cameras in any possible environment) to
analyze emotions. Facial activity analysis can be executed online- at the same time the subjects'
faces are being recorded- or offline- i.e. processing facial expressions that were recorded
beforehand.

Most of the times, facial expression analysis engines are articulated around three steps that are
executed in the following order:

- Facial detection: thanks to a particular algorithm (like the Viola Jones one for instance),
we get a frame in which the detected face is positioned.
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- Facial landmark detection and registration: facial landmarks like eyes, mouth corners,
nose tip, etc. are identified. Then, a face model, akin to an invisible mesh, is carefully
adjusted to the participant's actual face. The face model simplifies the actual face,
keeping only the landmark points, in order to reflect only the emotionally indicative areas.

- Facial expression and emotion classification: the simplified face mesh feeds information
about all key features of the face to classification algorithms that convert each feature into
Action Unit (AU) codes and other affective metrics.

How does the algorithm match a face with an emotion?

Automated computer-vision engines differ from other approaches like FACS, in that the
translation from a facial expression into an affective metric is based on statistics, and not on a
comparison of the facial expression to a baseline, standard face, i.e. the comparison to each one
of the hundreds of thousands of face-pictures in a database. More precisely, according to the
Facial Expression Analysis guide, the translation of face features is enabled by "comparing the
actual appearance of the face and the configuration of the features numerically with the
normative databases provided by the facial expression engines".

The databases comprise statistics and normative distributions of facial features from respondents
all around the world, with various demographic profiles and from various geographic areas.
However, it is important to note that each facial feature analysis engine runs through a different
database. Feature classification is executed for each feature independently, i.e. the classification
algorithm for smiles has no overlap with the frown classification algorithm. That means that if
you give the same feature information to two different engines, you might have tiny variations in
the results.

The Facial Expression Analysis guide gives us an illustration of how this statistical translation
works:

«If the respondent's mouth corners are pulled upward, a human coder would code this as
activity of AU 12 ("lip corner puller") - stating that the respondent is smiling. The facial
expression engine instead has to compute the vertical difference between mouth corners
and mouth center, returning a value of 10 mm. This value is compared to all possible
values in the database (values between 0 mm and 20 mm, for example).

Given that the limit for instance between smiles and non-smiles in real-life can be very blurry,
there might be some misclassifications. That is why affective algorithms return a probabilistic
result, to give a sense of the likelihood that the facial expression was correctly identified.
Affective computing returns numeric scores for each facial expression. Of course, the result can

be a mix of different basic emotions.
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Below is a live example of what Affectiva's facial coding technology reports (Rana El Kaliouby,
TED Women 2015), with the percentage corresponding to the probability that each emotion was
properly identified:

Live demonstration of facial coding output
Source: Rana El Kaliouby, Affectiva CEO, TED Women 2015

Limitations

To be reliable, the databases used for each facial feature should be as comprehensive as possible,
to cover for the fact that people from different nationalities and cultures still have different
emotional responses and facial structures (even though there is a universal baseline). Another
issue to consider is video recording- especially for larger audiences who are not aware they are
recorded- since they must be positioned in a way that enables the camera to capture their
expressions clearly (angle, luminosity, etc.). Furthermore, they must also be positioned in a way
that allows them to actually clearly see the stimuli-content displayer for which you want to record
their emotional responses (Lawlor, 2017).

Another issue with facial coding is the rights to record a video and use the recorded image. The
main idea here is that the more you will want to be specifically targeting a particular segmented
part of the population (based on demographics for instance), the more you will need to get
observed subject's approval. The more anonymous, unspecified, the easier from a legal point of
view.

Last, although affective computing delivers useful information regarding the quality of an
emotion (i.e. the valence) it doesn't give a reliable assessment of a respondent's emotional
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arousal. It particularly becomes a big limitation when you aim to assess the emotional
engagement of a large audience of consumer group facing specific stimuli (ads, movies, pictures,
etc.). To get such assessment, you must combine both information on the valence of the emotion
responses, and on their intensity. This is why it is highly beneficial to use a combination of
several emotion-recognition technologies, such as those we will describe below (Facial
Expression Analysis, 2016).

2. Tracking emotional arousal: Biometrics/ physiological indicators

As explained by Dr. Carl Marci in Consumer Neuroscience (to be published in 2017),
"Biometrics refers to a variety of measures of the autonomic branch of the peripheral nervous
system that indirectly reflect brain responses but directly measure the embodied response and
components of core affect". As we have seen previously, core affect refers to the earliest step of
the emotion generation process, which means that one serious benefit of biometrics is the
capacity to track "upstream" emotional responses, even when those responses are not happening
on a conscious level. Biometrics measurements also present a real advantage in that they allow to
capture information regarding the forming of emotional events and memories (see Bechara et al.
1997). More practically speaking, biometric technologies are also relatively affordable, and the
wearables that are used make it easy to collect emotional data. The two most widespread
biometric techniques that we will look into are galvanic skin response and heart rate.

2.1 Electrodermal activity (B. Schupak, 2014; J. Grapperon et al., 2011)

Electrodermal activity (EDA) is the electrical activity of the skin. Electrodermal response (EDR),
also called galvanic skin conductance response (GSR), is what is measured here. EDR is the
following phenomenon: the skin temporarily becomes a better conductor of electricity when
confronted to either external or internal stimuli, which manifests physiologically. Measuring
arousal of EDR is not the same as measuring emotion but is an important dimension of an
emotional response, and thus can be used as a close indicator.

How to measure EDA?

Measurement of EDR is widely recognized as a measurement tool of the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS) activity, which is resp'onsible for our automatic survival instinct (that can manifest
through an increasing heart beating, heavier breathing, muscles tensing up etc.), since it is the
SNS that controls exclusively sweat glands. Sweat is a good indicator of EDA since it is
composed of a relatively high level of salt solution. There are two types of sweat glands in the
skin, apocrine and eccrine. Apocrine is not affected by the SNS, but eccrine glands are, and they
are located all over the body. That being said, palms of the hands and soles of the feet are the
body areas that display the highest density of eccrine glands (~10 times the density in the trunk).
That is why we use a bracelet or another similar wearable with electrodes that are in contact with
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the palms to measure EDA. When the eccrine glands are activated, provoking sweat to flow onto
the skin, skin conductance increases, and so does EDR. In conclusion, when an increase in skin
conductance between the electrodes is observed, sympathetic stimulation is inferred, meaning
that a more or less intense emotion was experienced. It is to be noted that skin conductance is not
only temperature-based. High-conductance can occur even though hands are cold and conversely.

As Barbara Schupak describes in her research paper on electrodermal activity (2014), «A
constant voltage source is applied via an amplifier that is connected to the skin through electrodes
and the resistance of the skin completes the circuit. The subject does not feel this small amount of
voltage. The current that flows through the skin as the voltage is applied, can be detected and
displayed. Because the constant voltage applied to the skin is known and the current flow can be
measured, the skin's conductance can be determined by the amplifier.

Limitations

EDR can manifest itself differently depending on the type of emotion felt, but it enables us to
track only the intensity of an emotion, not its valence (J. Grapperon et al. 2011). Yet searchers
(Balconi et al. 2009) have observed that negative valence stimulations usually caused bigger
EDR than positive valence ones.

Stimuli are manifold and can arise from anything among movies, music, smell, a startling event, a
demanding task, or anything else of a novel or intense significance. EDR measurement will not
reveal anything about what was the stimuli, and that information can only be known through
questioning of the subject, especially since people don't react in the same proportion to stimuli.

2.2. Heart rate variability (HRV)

Heart rate variability is a direct indicator of our sympathetic-parasympathetic' balance, thus a
good indicator of emotions felt. There are two methods that are mainly used to recognize
emotions based on heart rate variability: electrocardiography (ECG), and blood volume pulse
measurement.

HRV corresponds to the degree of fluctuation in the duration of heart contractions, or the interval
between two contractions. It is the indicator of regularity of contractions, whereas heart rate only
informs on the frequency of contractions. A high variability indicates a good immediate
adaptation capacity to solicitations, and thus represents a sign and factor of being in good health.
Conversely, low variability reveals a low adaptation capacity, and signals poorer health.

1 Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) = Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) + Parasympathetic Nervous System
(PNS).
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HRV is thus a physiological indicator of the way we experience and control our emotions.
Whenever we are facing a stimulus that we consider to be a potential danger, we automatically
develop physiological responses, such as heart rate spiking up, breathing getting shallower,
muscles tensing up. This automatic survival response is triggered by the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS). When we are not in a situation where all our senses are in alert, the body cools
down through responses mediated by the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) (Aldao, 2014)

2.2.1 HRV through electrocardiography

An electrocardiogram 2 (ECG) consists in recording the electrical activity of the heart. Small
electrical pulses come from the heart. These impulses expand through the muscle of the heart,
creating heart contraction, and a spike in electricity. ECG tracks these signals while they move
through the heart. Usually, ECG is measured by placing electrodes on the skin surface. ECG
electrodes can detect even very subtle changes on the skin caused by the contraction of the heart
("What is ECG" 2017).

ECG is commonly used to identify several abnormalities in heart rhythm. The way our brain
guides the body is by regulating the heart and other organs through the autonomic nervous system
(ANS 3). The observed physiological variation of heart rate is called heart rate variability (HRV).
HRV is measured based on the variation of time elapsed between two heartbeats (in milliseconds)
("What is ECG " 2017). So, it is not the average interval beat time that matters, but really its
variability. Any irregularity in HRV corresponds to emotional arousal.

HRV can be used to get more insights into an individual's physical state, stress and anxiety levels
(arousal), and how changes in the physiological state is linked to the individual's decisions and
actions (Eye tracking, 2016). ECG informs us on the arousal of an emotion but not on its valence,
although it has been established that negative emotions create disorder in the brain's regulatory
systems, thus in the ANS (HeartMath Institute, 1993-2016), and finally in the HRV which
becomes chaotic.

2 An electrocardiograph is the device used in the diagnosis and detection of heart irregularities, that measures electric

potentials on the skin and creates a record, the electrocardiogram. So, referring to electrocardiograph or
electrocardiogram refers to the same output: the analysis of HRV.

3 Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) = Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) + Parasympathetic Nervous System

(PNS).
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Dr. Alan Watkins, Neuroscientist, showing the effect of pressure on a volunteer's HRV

Source: Dr. Alan Watkins TEDxPortsmouth, "Being brilliant every day" (2012)

2.2.2 HRV through blood volume measurement (Peper et al, 2007)

One of the reasons why one might prefer to use blood volume pulse (BVP) sensors instead of

electrocardiography to measure heart rate variability is because it is more user-friendly than the

latter, which is much more obtrusive and usually used only in medical settings. BVP is a

similarly reliable measure of HRV, given that the blood volume present within arteries and

capillaries increases with each arterial pulsation. BVP devices are now available to all, mostly
sold as BVP training devices to become aware of what kind of stimuli influence one's HRV, and

ultimately those devices are used to manage stress.
Experimentations using BVP training devices have established that excessive sensory activation,
superficial, fast breathing, and overwhelming emotions with unpleasant valence such as fear,
worry, anger, or confusion will decrease HRV. Conversely, a reduced sensory activation,
breathing slowly, and feeling emotions of positive valence such as love or contentment will

increase HRV.

BVP signals are transmitted through photoplethysmography (called a PPG sensor) that measures

variations in the blood volume flowing in arteries and capillaries by radiating an infrared light

across body tissues. As Peper et al. wrote, "The amount of light that returns to a PPG sensor's

photodetector is proportional to the volume of blood in the tissue. The PPG signal represents an

average of all blood volume in the arteries, capillaries, and any other tissue through which the

light passed". Although a PPG sensor can be used on any part of the body, fingers remain the

most common location to retrieve a BVP signal.

Again, BVP of HRV measurements will give us insights on the intensity of the emotion felt, not

on its valence or its cause - although we usually link decreased HRV with negative valence. And

again, one important step to complete insights from BVP/HRV experimentation, is to interview

people after having recorded their BVP/HRV to know what they consciously felt their emotions
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were during the experiment, and how do they explain why such emotions were triggered.

Two pictures of biometric devices (heart rate & GSR)

Source: Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's lab that I visited in March 2017

3. Emotion-recognition through brain measurements

3.1. Electroencephalography (EEG)

Simply put, electroencephalography is a neuroimaging method that measures electrical activity
on the scalp. EEG indicates which parts of the brain are active when a person is exposed to a
specific stimulus or task performance. The tracking of brain-parts activation (although there are
limitations in terms of understanding which particular brain regions are activated) and brain
dynamics give us information on engagement (arousal), cognitive workload, motivation, and
frustration, to name the most-often tracked metrics related to stimulus processing and execution
(Eye tracking, 2016).

EEG is a popular measurement method in consumer neuroscience. Without getting into too much
detail, the electrical activity tracked comes from the neurons in the upper cortex of the brain,
triggered by the activation of the cells conveying information (Niedermeyer et al. 2004).
Although EEG method is more intrusive than biometrics and camera, in that it requires up to 64
wet scalp electrodes, it has been recognized as one of the best indicators for emotion motivation
(i.e. approach versus avoid response) on a nonconscious level, as it is a direct measure of brain
activity (Marci, to be published in 2017). The measure used is a derivative of the EEG signal
known as frontal asymmetry, which has also been used to assess the response to a brand and a
brand's attribute (Davidson et al. 1990: Coan et al. 2004; Harmon-Jones et al. 2010).
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EEG setting demonstration

Source: Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's lab that I visited in March 2017

3.2. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Marci, to be published in 2017)

The use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is articulated around several

principles, as explained by Dr. Carl Marci (Consumer Neuroscience, to be published in 2017),
shared below.

"First, neurons in the brain need oxygenated blood to fire, and a constituent of oxygenated and

deoxygenated blood (oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin) has magnetic properties and acts as

a natural contrast for the magnets used in fMRI" (Ogawa et al. 1990), meaning that when a

particular area of the brain is activated during a task, the neurons located in that area issues

signals that augment oxygenated blood to the area of activation. This blood oxygen level-

dependent (BOLD) response can be calculated by the fMRI scanner; thus, disclosing which

regions of the brain received relatively augmented levels of oxygenated blood.

FMRI brings up a task-based component compared to the conventional measures of MRI. It

means that when individuals are being scanned lying down, they can execute cognitive tasks or

watch stimuli-contents (e.g. ads) as the scan is working. Since there is always non-task related

activity happening in the brain, fMRI has to first record a baseline activity, so that the end

measure that we will look at can follow a subtractive logic. Indeed, having a measure of baseline

brain activity, we can subtract it to the task-related activity brain measure. It is assumed that the

remaining brain activity is uniquely linked to the specific task (stimuli).

Although one might argue that BOLD response is not as accurate as claimed, since it is an

indirect measure of neural activity, a study conducted on monkeys by Logothetis and colleagues

(see "Neurophysiological investigation of the basis of the JMRI signal" 2001) proved that the

BOLD response was actually a correct measure for local neural activity.
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Advantages of using fMR1 is that it has an exceptional spatial resolution, meaning that it can
localize brain activity in regions as smalls as square millimeters, i.e. it can record activity in
deep-brain structures. A disadvantage of using fMRI is that the temporal resolution is quite low
(in comparison to EEG for instance), given that it depends on the flow rate of oxygenated blood
(Kim et al. 1997). Another disadvantage is that it is a very costly technology, and it requires
participants to lie still in a noisy MRI scanner.

4. Monitoring attention and motivation: Eye tracking (Eye tracking, 2016)

Research has established the close correlation between eye activity and human cognition. Thus,
employing eye-tracking technologies as an empirical approach to get insight into eye motion-
related brain activity makes sense. Although eye tracking is not an innovative idea, the tools used
to track eye activity have remarkably improved lately, with modem eye trackers being hardly any
larger than smart phones, making them easy to use, non-intrusive, accessible, while providing a
natural experience for the respondents.

The technology

Eye tracking simply consists of the measurement of eye activity, and in particular the level of
attention generated by a particular stimulus. According to the Eye tracking pocket guide by
iMotions, "Eye tracking implies the recording of eye position (point of gaze) and movement on a
2D screen or in 3D environments based on the optical tracking of corneal reflections to assess
visual attention.".

The way modern eye trackers work is usually by using near-infrared technology combined with
an optical sensor (or high-resolution camera) to record the direction of the gaze. The foundational
concept used for this method is the following: near-infrared light is pointed towards the pupil (i.e.
the center of the eye), which induces visible reflections in the cornea (i.e. the transparent front
part of the eye that protect the iris, pupil, and rest of the eye), reflections that are then recorded by
the camera.

Near-infrared light is used to highlight the demarcation between the pupil and the iris, which is
crucial to get an accurate measurement of eye movement (along with a clear detection of corneal
reflection). Indeed, the near-infrared light directly enters the pupil, while it "bounces off' the iris.

Eye tracking devices

Two types of eye-trackers are on the market:

- Remote eye-trackers (screen-based), that track eye movements at a distance, with the
respondent standing or seated in front of the eye-tracker. That kind of eye-tracker is
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usually preferred for recording of any screen-based or offline stimuli (photos, videos,
website, magazines, books).

- Head-mounted eye-trackers (mobile), that are mounted on eyeglass frames, and allows the

respondent to be mobile. That kind of eye-tracker is usually used for observations in any
virtual or real-life setting, for instance usability studies.

Head-mounted eye-trackers mounted on eyeglass frames
Source: Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's lab that I visited in March 2017

Accuracy of measurement for both types of eye-tracker is similar and very reliable.

Eye tracking metrics

Eye tracking allows to quantify visual attention, and to track where, when and what people are

gazing at. Below we will get into more detail about the vocabulary used to measure eye-tracking:

- Gaze points are the fundamental unit of measure, with one gaze point being equal to one

sample captured by the eye-tracker, i.e. corresponding to ~16.67 milliseconds.

- Fixations occur when a succession of gaze points are close in range and time, forming a

cluster which is referred to as a fixation. Saccades represent the eye movements between

fixations. Fixations and saccades are known to be insightful measures of visual attention

and interest of a respondent, which is why they are often used to foster research.

- Areas of interests (AOI) consist of sub-regions of a displayed stimulus, which are

segmented according to the attention respondents pay this specific stimulus. Exploring the

results from AOI metrics can be particularly useful to assess the performance of two or

more sequences of a same video, photo, or website (see picture below)
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- Heat maps are either static or dynamic representations of aggregated gaze points and
fixations, informing on the distribution of visual attention thanks to an easy-to-read and
intuitive color-coded scheme (see picture below).

Examples of measurement of AOIs (left picture), and of a heat map (right picture)
Source: Eye Tracking, Pocket Guide, iMotions, Biometric Research Platform- 2016

Time to first fixation (TTFF) informs about the amount of time it takes a subject of the

observation to gaze at a specific AOI from the onset of a stimulus. TTFF refers both to
bottom-up stimuli (i.e. when a respondent's attention is caught by a suddenly-appearing
stimulus) as to top-down stimuli approaches (i.e. when respondents consciously and
actively decide to bring their attention to certain elements of the content-displayer).

Time spent represents the amount of time that a subject spent on a specific AOI. Time

spent is usually a very telling about a subject's motivation and conscious attention for a
particular AOI since there are so many stimuli that appear in a subject's visual periphery.
Long time spent gazing at an AOI is a strong indicator of a high level of interest for the
stimuli.

Pupil size (dilation and constriction) is probably the most relevant metric, since pupil size

is an indicator of emotional arousal. An increase in pupil size is known as pupil dilation,
while a decrease in pupil size is known as pupil constriction. However, pupillary
responses don't give any cues on whether the emotional arousal has a positive or a
negative valence. Large pupil dilation indicated that a person is experiencing a strong
emotion, while pupil constriction stresses little or no emotional response
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- Distance to stimulus is a good indicator of the motivation (avoiding vs. approaching) of
an individual (Carl Marci, 2017). It can sometimes be interpreted as an indicator for the
valence of an emotion, although it is more of an experimental finding based on the
observation that people tend to get closer to the stimulus if they like it; and conversely if
the stimulus is something they dislike or frightens them, they will tend to move away
from it (Sean Lee, 2017).

EyeTracking Metrics
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Summary of what eye-tracking technology allows us to get insight about

Source: Eye Tracking, Pocket Guide, iMotions, Biometric Research Platform- 2016

Limitations

While eye tracking is a great way to measure respondent's attention to and interest for a
particular stimulus, allowing us to know what people are looking at and what they see, eye-
trackers cannot give us insight on what people actually perceive. Therefore, it is important to
keep this in mind when analyzing eye-tracking data, because sometimes people see things
without having their brain actually processing what they are gazing at.

One other limitation- which is common to all the emotion analytics technologies seen previously-
is that eye-tracking results can inform us on emotional arousal and motivation, but not on the
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emotional states that actually drive the eye movements. That is why it is really important to
combine different emotion technologies to get a comprehensive understanding of a person's
overall reaction to a specific stimulus.

5. Identifying emotions through voice recognition

Voice recognition is another very reliable way to identify our emotions. Voice recognition differs
from sentiment analysis (i.e. analysis in text) in that it recognizes emotions based on the
intonation of the voice and not the words used. Emotion-recognition through voice analysis is not
about what you say but how you say it. As claimed and proved by Dan Emodi (who used to work
at BeyondVerbal, a voice-recognition start-up) in his TED speech: when it comes to measuring
ourselves, voice is probably one of the most reliable indicators. The example he gave to illustrate
this was from his own experience: he used to record his voice in an app called Moodies
(developed by BeyondVerbal; informs you on your emotional state) while he was pitching
enthusiastically to a client, and then used to show his client the output. Yet this one time, after
having projected conviction throughout his whole speech, when he showed the app's output to his
client, the mood-analyzing app had returned "gloominess, loneliness, and anxiety". He was
washed-out, but completely unaware of it. He had to stay in bed for the three following days.

Highly intrigued by this voice-recognition technology, I reached out and interviewed Bianca
Meger, VP of Marketing at BeyondVerbal. BeyondVerbal is an Israel-based company that was
founded in 2012 on already very strong foundations, since Doctor Yoram Levanon, Chief Science
Officer at BeyondVerbal- whom I also interviewed- had been conducting research on this topic
for the past twenty years. BeyondVerbal is the pioneer company in the field of voice recognition,
and has a real competitive advantage on competitors, given the twenty years of research behind
the launch of the company.

History of voice patterns to identify emotions

I wanted to know more about voice recognition, because in my mind it was harder to imagine
how someone initially came up with a solution to model voice intonations to know what emotions

someone was experiencing, rather than to imagine how facial coding could work. So, I decided to
interview Dr. Yoram Levanon, Chief Science Officer at BeyondVerbal, who is also the man

behind the patents that enabled the launch of BeyondVerbal.

Dr. Levanon has a dual background of physicist and operational researcher. Combining both of

his expertises, Dr. Levanon started to look into what were the "laws of nature" that intervened
when people were making decisions, and how he could use his findings in commercial

applications (advertising, sales, service). He quickly found out that most decisions are taken in

less than a second, meaning that most emotions are highly spontaneous, guided by emotions.
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He strived to understand how people made their decisions based on emotions, since each
individual is flooded with hundreds of sensory stimuli every second, but can only treat
approximately five pieces of information at a time (slightly more for women). Through his
research, he found out that there are three elements that are present in each individual's emotional
decision-making process (sometimes a fourth one)- although not at the same degree in each
individual- aggregated in a model Dr. Levanon called the SAG(F) model:

- A survival element (S), triggered by adrenaline neurotransmitter, similar to a risk/benefit
analysis (is the stimulus frightening or not? Does it help us or not?)

- A homeostatic agent component (A), based on serotonin neurotransmitter, which consists
in the idea that every physical system - here a human being- tries to keep their
equilibrium. High homeostasis means that an individual is very conservative, whereas low
homeostasis means that an individual is always looking to do adventurous things

- A growth-oriented element (G), triggered by dopamine neurotransmitter, which consists
in the concept that every open system is looking to grow

- The fourth element that is present in certain individuals and not others is friendship (F)

He started by identifying individual's distribution of SAG elements by submitting a questionnaire
of his own doing, composed of 12 precise questions. But then, he found out he could achieve the
same result just by analyzing an individual's voice. He decided to develop this methodology
through a software for call-centers, so they could better understand their clients and their client's
expectations.

He knew there was something more to the voice than words coming out. How can one explain
that a baby will smile if it sees its parents happy, or cry if it sees them fight? How can one
account for the fact that, when interacting with someone with whom you don't share a common
language, you can still somehow understand how they feel? There must be something else to the
voice. The answer is mood. Mood can be communicated through the voice, and this was the
second step of Dr. Levanon's research.

He had thousands of people talk about love in many different languages, and found a common
tone, a same "music" in the way they spoke: love is expressed in the tone of the musical key F.
Similarly, he found that people giving orders or commanding spoke in a tone of the musical key
B. Dr. Levanon recorded more than 3 million voices in various languages, in 174 different
countries and found the code of intonation. At that point, his methodology had only a 55%
accuracy.
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However, today BeyondVerbal achieves more than 80% accuracy in the US and Israel, and 70%
in India for instance. How did they achieve this leap in accuracy? By adding a new feature,
temper. Dr. Levanon indeed found out that opposite emotions have the same "music"; for
instance, love and hate both have a musical key F tone, so how could the model make the
difference? When people express their love, they are pulling the words to their chest, whereas
when they express hatred, they push the words away from their chest. That was the differentiating
feature that enabled to reach an 80% accuracy. Crossing emotions and temper made him identify
432 different combinations that he calls moods (for example love is declined in passionate love,
sad love, love in despair, happy stable love, etc).

The technology

BeyondVerbal started by looking at 90 different features, and not just the voice, to understand
how a person is feeling. They can analyze numerous different emotional features, based on the
432 emotional groups (moods) they have pre-identified.

Any device that has a microphone can be used with BeyondVerbal's technology. The microphone
records the voice, and with internet connection, sends the record to the cloud, where
BeyondVerbal's analysis software is based. The voice record then runs through their algorithm,
which does the analysis and gives back a response. It takes 10 to 15 seconds for their technology

to come up with a result. For instance, if their technology is used by a call-center, then the call-
center agents will get the result of the voice record directly on their screens. BeyondVerbal
shared their technology on a platform API (Application Programming Interface) so that anybody
can integrate it.

Today, BeyondVerbal displays two types of applications for demos:
- Their free app Moodies (works with iOS and Android), which gives analysis in real-time.

A lot of people use it before public speeches, to assess and improve their performance.
- Another application was made for the annual CES (Consumer Electronics Show), which

provides you with the ability to track or monitor a user's voice passively, for instance
when you make or receive a call, it then gives you feedback on the call regarding how the
call made you feel.

Although BeyondVerbal's technology returns highly reliable results, they are still some

limitations today to their technology, which they are working on to improve their product. For

example, their technology need an at-least 30-seconds speech to render an analysis.

BeyondVerbal is working on getting this number as low as 3 to 4 seconds of speech. Another

caveat as of today is that the technology can analyze only one speaker at a time. Developing it

further so as to get several speakers' voice analyzed simultaneously would open many new doors

in terms of field of applications. Such new applications could be entering the automotive industry

by providing a technology that would automatically reduce the speed of the vehicle if the driver
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speaks angrily- which would actually also require the technology to recognize the driver from the
passenger(s). One last limitation is that loud background noise can severe the analysis.

One of the real advantages of voice recognition though is that it can give indication on both the
valence and the arousal of an emotion. Emotion results are indicated as positive or negative on a
scale from 0 to 100 that represents intensity. The technology doesn't give you information about
the reason why an individual has a particular emotion (for instance a speaker could be analyzed
as happy while delivering his speech, but it might be because of something external, like the
sunny weather), but at least you get both parameters only with the use of one device. An add-on
to get more context could be for example to combine voice-recognition technology with GPS
locator. That being said, combining voice-recognition technology with other emotion analytics
can only add another layer of emotional intelligence, thus having additional input to validate or
invalidate the result from voice analysis.

Value proposition and next steps

BeyondVerbal started with emotion analytics, initially with call-centers, to see if a customer was
angry, tired, etc., and help address the situation in an improved and more adequate manner. In
one call-center they worked with, and who wanted to reduce their churn rate, the use of
BeyondVerbal's technology helped them to predict churn with an 86% accuracy. They then
moved to market research, to get more insights on how consumers feel about a particular product,
brand, or even about a concept. BeyondVerbal has done some projects where they were in
charge of measuring the mood of an event, but this is not one of their commercial preferred uses,
it is just project-based.

Their offer their product in three different ways:
- An off-site API monthly fee based on the amount of analysis done
- A service model, usually used in market research, where they work on a project basis with

a company, and provide them not only with the data and analysis, they help them with the
interpretation

- An on-site, licensing fee, where BeyondVerbal places a server containing the software at
the company (usually call-centers or big companies)

Today is a very critical period for voice-recognition business, given that more and more people
are using their voice to communicate with their device (e.g. Siri, or iPhone's dictation option to
write messages), and also using their voice in their homes (Amazon Echo, Google Home) to
facilitate every-day life. And that trend is probably just starting; we should expect more and more
frequent use of our voice in every-day tasks to emerge in the coming years.

One of the reasons why BeyondVerbal decided to share their technology on a platform, so that
other people can integrate it, is because there are so many possible applications, from improving
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sales-doing up-sales when a customer is happy, HR application, but also applications like dating
and many others.

BeyondVerbal has expanded their business to well-being, by monitoring emotions over time, and
health. Some examples of what they do are detecting a change of mood for depressed people and
warn their health care provider, or give those people recommendations through their own concept
of smart homes, called Fulfeeling Home. In the healthcare area, they have found that some
features in the voice indicate certain health feature- for instance they found that if an individual
presents a particular feature in their voice, then they have a probability of having a coronary
disease that is 2.6 times higher than average. Similarly, BeyondVerbal is capable of detecting
dyslexia by identifying a pattern in the vocal spectrum (in that case, absence of intensity in

certain areas of frequencies), and again for Parkinson, and for autism. Since healthcare
applications is not the focus of the thesis, we won't get into further detail on those applications-
although they constitute genuine breakthrough and are fascinating.

6. Emotion assessment through text analysis

Emotion recognition through text analysis is a more in-depth process than mere sentiment
analysis. Text analysis consists of recognizing and identifying in text the emotional intent with
respect to a particular subject to understand the hearts and minds of customers, how they feel

about a particular topic. It differs from sentiment analysis in that sentiment analysis only tells you

if the emotion is positive or negative, whereas here with text analysis you get a comprehensive

view of emotional intent regarding one specific topic. As of today, it is mainly used by brands to

understand what is said about them in the public space. I gathered all this information about text
analysis from my interview with Keith Harry, Chief Product Officer at BehaviorMatrix, and
Joshua Cooper, Chief Data Scientist at BehaviorMatrix. BehaviorMatrix is an emotion analytics

company that focuses on text analysis to deliver value to their customers by providing in-depth

analytics to support market research. In this section, we will use BehaviorMatrix's case to

illustrate how text analysis work.

The technology

Analyzed text is collected all across the internet, any text in the public domain: social media,
comments to news articles, blogs, forums, product reviews from sites such as Amazon and

TripAdvisor, etc. BehaviorMatrix can also ingest customer-owned conversations from company-

owned call center logs and chat messaging.

Understanding emotion in text is really hard, especially given four main reasons:

. Emotion is multi-dimensional, meaning that we experience many emotions at the same

times, and those can have different valences (negative, neutral, or positive emotions can

occur simultaneously)
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. Human language is complex. Not only are there so many different languages, but within a
language, there is polysemy, there is sarcasm, irony, euphemism, and many other turns of
phrases that make it hard to get an accurate understanding of the emotion conveyed

. Data is messy

. Context is key in understanding the real meaning behind words, behind an emotion

BehaviorMatrix decided to address these hurdles first by creating a pool of 48 pre-identified
emotions used to capture and measure emotions occurring simultaneously. Then they built
machine-learning models and classifiers to understand when text is spam, when it is self-
generated content (for instance a tweet), when it is informational versus conversational. All of
these distinctions matter to get the big picture of a particular text. They also developed sarcasm
classifiers, as well as ability to understand slang, new languages, etc. Last but not least,
BehaviorMatrix developed a context-adaptive natural language processing (NLP) to tackle the
contextual issue, thus giving more accuracy and differentiation.

The technology can analyze text in real-time: as the algorithm ingests the documents, it analyzes
it (emotional scoring, insight, and analysis). For now, BehaviorMatrix presents updated results on
an hourly basis of what is happening each day, but has the capacity to update it minute-per-
minute if they decided to. For instance, in the past, BehaviorMatrix was analyzing in real-time
the emotions during the Super Bowl between Denver and Carolina, to see what emotions were
peaking in the audience, and what topics were causing the peaks into emotions, which is a great
entry for advertising.

Value proposition and results

Thanks to all the textual data collected on the Internet and their advanced artificial intelligence
capabilities, BehaviorMatrix is able not only to measure the emotion in text, but also the
emotional trajectory. To illustrate this idea, BehaviorMatrix is able to predict with an 80%
accuracy what star-rating on Amazon an author will give a product simply based on the emotion
of the text.

BehaviorMatrix really brings value to their customers by helping them interpret their results.
Let's take an example of interpretation from BehaviorMatrix analysis: Some brands, like Polaris,
can really distinguish "influencers" among their customer network, meaning that if those
influencers promote Polaris somehow, it is going to have a positive impact on Polaris' sales or
brand image. To give a counter-example, a brand like Coca-Cola has rather a "flat crowd",
meaning that seeing a celebrity drink Coke is not going to influence much the quantity of Coke
that people consume. A platform like Klout is supposed to give a measure of an individual's
social media influence- through a Klout score- based on the size of the user's network, frequency
of posting, and how other users interact with that posted content. However, in reality, even if
someone has a high Klout score, it doesn't mean that people are actually listening to them (or
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being influenced). That is where BehaviorMatrix comes in. BehaviorMatrix's technology can
show you how a brand's crowd is really distributed- flat or with what Keith Harry calls "true
influencers", i.e. people who can get others to agree with them emotionally about a particular
brand or topic- therefore enabling their brand clients to use this invaluable information to adjust
the way they advertise.

Text analysis also gives you a propensity study, which helps a brand understand purchase intent
from each individual about a particular subject (when is intent the highest, the lowest, what
triggers an increase or decrease in intent, etc.).

BehaviorMatrix's machine learning model also scans and understands patterns of ups and downs
in emotions. Thus, it can also detect anomalies in emotional attachment to a particular topic, i.e.
when an upward or downward emotional trend goes beyond what any pattern would detect as
normal.

A customer of BehaviorMatrix has access to these numerous different analysis and results on
their brand and their industry through a dashboard that consolidates all the information
(emotional affinity, attention, happy customers and demographics, unhappy customers and
demographics, sum-up of TripAdvisor reviews, filters by state, etc.). They can also visualize all
their data across the client's competitors to have insightful benchmarks and understand what
people are saying about them in the public space compared to others.

7. Merging emotion analytics to unlock as much value as possible

Unlocking the most value from the data recovered through each type of technology previously
mentioned lies in the crossing of those data. As we have seen, each technique to measure
emotions presents big limitations when used individually. For instance, we saw that EDA
(galvanic skin conductance) is a good indicator for the intensity of an emotion (arousal), but
doesn't inform us in any way about the emotional valence (if it is a positive or negative emotion).
Conversely, facial coding informs us on the valence of an emotion but not on the arousal. To get
the most comprehensive understanding of a subject's emotion, we should then strive to combine
those techniques harmoniously.

By interviewing different players in the emotion-technology industry, I realized that for now
there are two ways of combining different emotion technologies to unlock value:

- Either by creating a platform that can synchronize data across multiple third party sensors,
like iMotion's platform. Their platform not only integrates multiple sensors, which will

give you a better overall and comprehensive look into a person's behavior (creating a study,
collecting data and producing the raw output), but also provides you with a stimulus
presentation tool so you do not need to use a separate software to present your stimuli.
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- Or conducting live experimentations, then combining emotional data sets with traditional
big data sets (transactional data, demographics, etc), such as what Datakalab does, in a
consulting-like approach.

In my mind, the clients from those two players are not exactly the same, since iMotions offers
you an integrated platform to conduct your emotional analysis yourself, while Datakalab runs the
experimentation and analyzes the data for you, and then gives you direct recommendation based
on their analysis. Datakalab is closer to an "emotion consulting" company.

Both approaches can give you great insight in overall customer behavior, since the combination
of different emotion analytics tools informs you about the valence and the arousal of an emotion
(as well as where the attention goes, if eye tracking is involved). For instance, one example that I
was given by iMotion's platform (see image below) was to see that the recording of a smile (in
red) was a real sincere smile, since simultaneously GSR (galvanic skin response, in yellow) went
up too.

4W-

Example of a live result of trailer testing using iMotions' platform
Source: iMotions (directly shared with me by an iMotions representative)

That being said, in order to unlock as much value as possible for companies from those emotional
data, they should be crossed also with "traditional" data (demographics, social behavior data,
transactional data, declarative data, etc.). Let's dive into what Datakalab does to understand how
synergies between different types of data can really add value to the customer. I interviewed
Xavier Fischer, Chief Innovation Officer and Co-founder at Datakalab, and have related below
some information he shared with me about his company and the industry.
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Datakalab is a B2B company specialized in neuromarketing consulting. Datakalab has developed
a solution that combines various sensors to measure in real-time specific physiological responses
and emotions of an individual equipped with an non-invasive experiment bracelet, while this
individual faces a particular stimuli (advertisement, product, service, shelf in store, shopping path
etc.). Datakalab gathers participants' information, such as EDA, eye movements, pupil dilation,
etc. Datakalab's own developed algorithm then runs to aggregate the collected emotional data,
generating what they call "feel data". A "data diagnose", which combines and correlates feel data
with brand data and anthropological data (i.e. data from the brand's end consumers' behaviors;
see below for more detail), is then presented to the client to enable them to adjust their branding
strategy and foster creativity. Going one step further, Datakalab also offers their clients a follow-
up by testing the newly created content thanks to their emotional sensors, in order to validate,
invalidate or optimize the content. To complete the feedback loop, Datakalab ends with an
analysis of the real-time performance of the broadcasted new content.

What Datakalab calls brand data are "genetic" data of a brand, which reveal what the
fundamental values of the brand are, thus allowing companies to determine their own unique
identity. Crossing "feel data" with brand data helps companies define what the level of emotional
engagement with their customers is. Those results are then crossed with another type of data
mentioned above, i.e. anthropological data, which are behavioral data obtained through predictive
algorithms. The result of the crossing of these different types of data improves the understanding
of customers, and thus enables brands to adjust their content or strategy to stay as close as
possible to their consumers.

As Xavier Fischer emphasized, the real value of emotional data, that comes from their crossing
and interpretation, is the creation of a new form of "data telling". It is the one condition to be able
to create emotional cohorts, define the print left by emotions, and identify behavioral models. In a
word, crossing those data should not be an option for companies who want to keep up with
competition.

However, Etienne Bressoud, Innovation and Marketing Sciences Director at BVA, reminds us to
be cautious not to overestimate the power of neuroscience technologies. According to him,
emotion analytics are only a complementary tool of market research, and should not be used as a
substitute to traditional research methods. Plus, emotion technologies are not self-sufficient, in
that they need human intervention to be interpreted and used to a company's advantage. He also
reminds us that although emotion is indeed a major component of decision-making and
purchasing patterns, other well-known unconscious psychological factors guide our decision,
such as social status, cultural and social standards, risk aversion, etc. (Vincent 2017)
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Three-dimensional space to illustrate why combining different emotion technologies is valuable
Source: iMotions (directly shared with me by an iMotions representative)

III. Emotion analytics uses: current

applications and trends

1. Applications in market research, marketing and advertising to attract the

customer

Organizations are now competing harder than ever for consumers' limited attention. Brands

need to be more and more innovative to break through. According to Patty Goldman, Vice

President and Research Director at the Ad Council, consumers have become more and more

distracted, especially since the available market choices have never been so numerous,
resulting in diminishing attention spans. More than ever, it is a real challenge for brands to

even be noticed, and consequentially, to further engage with consumers. That is where
emotion analytics technologies step in.

No wonder that big companies (Apple with the acquisition of Emotient, Facebook with

Faciometrics, Nielsen with Innerscope, etc.) are investing a lot in developing emotion

technologies within their company to enhance their products, services, and customer

experiences. As stated by Tom Shapiro, CEO of Stratabeat, "Highly successful companies and

brands such as Apple, VISA, T-Mobile, Red Bull, Autodesk, Dove, Ritz-Carlton and P&G

invest heavily in emotional marketing and experiences. Given that emotional marketing is

highly effective, companies who choose to invest in emotion analytics can gain a critical

competitive advantage. The technology can provide marketers with emotional insights to
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improve their marketing messaging, creative, and execution, as well as to optimize digital
campaigns, content and site." (McManus 2017).

1.1. Market research

Market research is the first, most obvious and widespread use for emotion-recognition
technologies.

Facial coding, eye tracking, biometrics, text analysis- all emotion analytics can be used somehow
in market research. We have already explained earlier while presenting BehaviorMatrix how text
analysis can be very insightful in terms of market research (benchmarking, customer perception,
emotional pulse, etc.), so I will not expand again here, but keep it in mind.

Facial coding is also a great component of emotional market research. As we will see below,
facial coding is extensively used to optimize advertising and spending decisions. But facial
coding can be used even upfront, simply to better understand customers' needs and related
emotions. For a given industry, what emotions do customer expect to feel? How intensely? Is the
emotional engagement with the brand already high? There is a vast number of upstream questions
that a brand could look into with emotion analytics.

Take product design for instance: companies prefer to figure out which designs will work and
which ones won't before they actually start developing the product. Dr. Carl Marci from Nielsen
Consumer Neuroscience expanded the use of emotion analytics to car clinics at the Detroit Auto
Show, where people came and participated in an experiment to give car makers insights on newly
designed vehicles after taking a look at full-scale models or 2D or 3D designs. Participants were
given eye-tracking glasses and biosensors to track their emotional responses while they went
through the show, looking at the exterior and interior designs of the cars. Reporter Vince Bond Jr.
took part in the experiment and trekked to many different displays, including Chevrolet, Lexus,
and Acura. After he checked a specific model, Dr. Marci would ask him what he thought about it
to interpret the collected physiological data with his conscious thoughts. After having taken a
look at the experiment's result, the respondent reported, "If a team of designers had orders to
indulge my preferences, their mandate would be clear: Think aerodynamic contours with front
lights that wrap around to the side of the vehicle. Then match that with an aggressive grille and
big wheels. So, basically, sporty halo cars such as the GT, Acura NSX or McLaren P1 that I can't
afford. If an automaker had done a regular survey with me, it probably wouldn't have gotten my
true feelings on what I saw." This shows how using emotion analytics in prototyping, designing
phases can be really insightful for any manufacturer to develop a product that best matches
people's expectations- or simply to better understand what appeals to them. Marci added that

emotion analytics also have a great potential use in conducting simulation to enhance product
design to make it more user friendly, for instance using emotion technologies in distracted-

driving experiments to measure attention levels (Bond Jr. 2017).
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Another kind of market research application using emotion analytics simply consists in gathering
more insights on who your consumers are, what their buying patterns are, what draws their

attention, and in what emotional state they are when they buy. Not in an advertising perspective,
which we will cover below, but really in the perspective of getting to better understand your
customers' profiles. That's what Cloverleaf has been doing by offering a technology for the
modern brick-and-mortar marketer and merchandiser. This technology, called shelfPoint solution,
is one of Affectiva's 4 first applications in retail. ShelfPoint solution enables brands and retailers
to capture customer engagement and "feel data" precisely at the moment consumers make their

purchase decisions in the retail store. It is a dynamic retail solution featuring high-definition LCD
(liquid-crystal display) display belt fixed on the entire store shelves. Traditionally, shelf faces are

intended to display only paper price tags, so customers are already used to looking at shelves for
information. Dynamic shelf display strips provide customers with dynamic information on
pricing, promotions and product messaging, and are designed to attract, engage, and convert
customers. The information displayed is based on the shopper's proximity to the shelf. But this
interactive content's primary goal is not really to make customer experience better, but to collect
metadata from customers and interpret it using Affectiva's technology, thanks to shelfPoint's
integrated optical sensors. Variables tracked include anonymous demographic data and emotional
responses. With this solution, retailers can determine more accurately the effectiveness of their
promotions for instance, instead of relying exclusively on point-of-sale data and store traffic.

According to Affectiva, early pilots have recorded double-digit sales increase- a promising
outcome for brick-and-mortar companies (Affectiva blog; images below from Cloverleaf s

website).

I I
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Images from Cloverleaf s ShelfPoint retail solution
Source: "ShelfPoint", Affectiva blog, Success Stories; Cloverleaf s website

4 Affectiva is the leading facial coding company that grew out of the MIT Media Lab, founded by Rana El Kaliouby
in 2009.
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1.2. Ad testing

As we have seen earlier, the influence of emotion in consumer behavior has been well
established. Peter Noel Murray, in his article "How emotions influence what we buy ",
emphasizes the role emotions play with regard to branding and advertising:

- Functional MRIs (fMRI) show that when it comes to evaluating brands, consumers
primarily rely on emotions (personal feelings, memories and past experiences) rather than
given impartial information such as brand attributes, product features, and other objective
facts.

- Advertising research has found that emotional response to an advertising has much more
impact on a person's expressed intent to buy the displayed service or product than does
the ad's content itself- by a factor of 3-to-I for TV ads, and 2-to-I for print commercials.

- The Advertising Research Foundation revealed through further research that "the emotion
of "likeability" is the measure that is the most predictive of whether an advertisement will
increase a brand's sales."

- Last but not least, similar conducted research proved that positive emotions toward a
brand have much more influence on consumer loyalty than any kind of other judgments
(like trust) based on a brand's attributes.

Emotions are what makes brand equity, i.e. emotions are the primary reason why consumers
would rather buy a branded product at a premium price than a similar cheaper generic product. A
brand can only have power in the market if it is has built and sustains an emotional connection
with customers through storytelling and emotional contents that lead to a much stronger mental
representation of the brand than any other objective attribute of the brand or product.

The emotion associated with a brand is, of course, very personal and subjective, but that doesn't
mean a brand cannot influence it. In that view, of course print or television ads are usually the
easiest way to convey emotion, but there are other emotional dimensions of a brand to leverage
too, such as the following:

- A string and lasting mental brand representation includes its personality. Researchers
found that consumers actually tend to perceive the same type of characteristics in brands
as they do in human beings. And just like with other people, consumers are more inclined
to direct themselves towards some particular personality types- with such attractions
being based on emotions, not rational thinking. Marketers can communicate about a
brand's personality through visual imagery, packaging, and the language used to describe
the brand.
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- Alongside brand personality, another really important emotional dimension is the whole
narrative around a brand, the reason why consumers should care about the brand. And
consumers do get attached thanks to proper story-telling (Murray, 2013)

Logically, what better way is there to test the emotional connection to a brand than emotion

analytics?

Traditionally for ad testing, participants answer questions about what they thought and how they

felt about the commercial, usually rating it on various scales. Although it is still valuable to have

this information, it is more often not quite accurate, since it depends a lot on the respondents'

ability to remember every moment of the ad they were just shown, and the way they interpret

their emotions (which can be biased but which also misses a lot of non-conscious emotions), and
their capacity to translate emotions into words.

With emotion technologies, you can record what is left unspoken, and even rectify what was said

with what was measured. I was able to see how ad testing is concretely conducted when I visited

Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's neuromarketing lab. Participants sign an agreement prior to

the testing. There are different settings for different kind of tests:

- Small individual (or two seats) rooms in which participants are seated comfortably, facing

a screen and two different cameras, one for eye-tracking and the other for facial coding.
Biometric sensors are also attached to the seat, so that during the ad display their

physiologic responses are recorded (heart rate, skin conductance). The total testing takes
approximately 30 minutes.

Photos of biometric (heart rate & GSR) and head-mounted eye-tracking devices.
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Source: Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's lab that I visited in March 2017

- There are also other small rooms with the same setting but instead of the cameras and
biometric sensors there is an EEG headset. This kind of testing with EEG is very quick,
lasting approximately 1 to 1.5 minutes.

Photos of EEG camera set-up, fitting the EEG, and neuroscientist monitoring EEG
Source: Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's lab that I visited in March 2017

- The last kind of room is a much bigger one to track the engagement of an audience. There
are several seats facing a huge screen, and biometrics for each seat. They test ads on the
screen as well as on mobile.

AII
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Photos of biometrics group co-viewing (testing engagement levels)
Source: Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience's lab that I visited in March 2017

There are also other ways also to test advertising, for instance by inserting an advertisement
within a survey, during which time the respondent's webcam can record their facial reaction. Or
with Out-of-Home (OOH) advertising that is detailed below, brands can track the engagement of
consumers through eye-tracking. However, this kind of result is more approximate than
experiments such as those conducted by Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience of course, since in the
latter case respondents are paid to participate and they stand still and are equipped adequately.
Whereas with OOH people don't know they are part of an experiment, so they don't have all the
equipment required to get the big emotional picture, and the probability that they will stand still
for long is actually quite low.

As mentioned earlier, I interviewed Datakalab's representative Xavier Fischer, who told me
about one of the solutions they offer their clients, namely an emotional timeline. An emotional
timeline analyzes the peaks of emotions throughout a speech, an event, or any other stimulus,
thanks to the crossing of facial coding, biometrics and eye tracking data. Datakalab gets a full
analysis in two to three days and thus can deliver recommendations on how to improve the
performance of the analyzed stimulus in a timely manner. Let's illustrate how effective emotional
ad testing can be by looking at Datakalab's work with The Walt Disney Company France on the
trailer of the 2016 movie that was the second episode of a specific series. They tested the trailer
before it was released, to uncover its strengths and weaknesses, which of the two suggested
pieces of music worked best in building emotional connections, and to get precise
recommendations on how they should make amendments to have a successful trailer. For
example, Datakalab found out the engagement level (eye-tracking) was great, but that the
emotional connection was perfectible. Indeed, the tested trailer consisted in a succession of
sequences rather than in a genuine story-line. They found out that the alternative music
capitalized more on emotions than the classic one, and that the sequences from the first episode
of the series contributed a lot to the emotional impact. They also analyzed what people were
attentive to- for instance, most of the respondents didn't even remember the exact name of the
movie, nor when it would be released. Thanks to feel data (combined with traditional interviews),
Datakalab was able to provide Disney with strong recommendations both on style and content,
which led them in the end to release a very emotionally engaged trailer.

This is just one example among many to illustrate how effective using emotional analytics can be
when it comes to determine which creatives will work and to deliver ultra-precise adequate
creatives- removing waste, driving efficiencies and powering more meaningful engagements.

1.3. Quantification of audiences to power up programmatic ad targeting

As you must have realized, ad targeting has become more and more precise and personalized
lately. Advertisers have access to much more data on consumers than they used to, and they
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know how to do a better use of it. Demographics, purchasing behavior, internet surfing behavior,
centers of interest, and much more subtle, nonconscious information about each customer is
gathered and used in a timely manner. The goal of an advertiser is to get you, the consumer, to
see their ad at the right place and the right time. It so happens that there are getting better and
better at it. What would be the best way to fill the potential gaps in marketers' current targeting
strategy or information gathering? Collecting and using emotional data. This means adding a
third dimension to the way advertisers target consumers: not only at the right place and the right
time (i.e. at the time where probability of purchase or purchase intent is high) but also at the right
precise micro moment of emotional warmth and receptivity, preventing the risk of inappropriate
messaging or irritating. Regarding inappropriate messaging, we should note the nuances of
positive and negative emotional responses. Indeed, effective stories convey an emotional arc,
whereby negative emotions like sadness, disorientation, or anxiety in respondents doesn't
automatically mean an ad isn't efficient, it just depends on the content of the ad and the intended
effect (Kelshaw 2017).

Some companies have been experimenting using emotion analytics and other more indirect ways
to gather information on how consumers feel. For instance, emotion analytics are used for
quantification of audiences and to get the emotional pulse of the public, so that the results can be
shared with advertisers, who then know when to play which ad, and what price to pay for it.

A former Emotient5 employee whom I interviewed testified and told me that during their time
there, they had developed a tool that enabled them to leverage their emotion technology (facial

coding) to automatically test advertising on a huge panel of persons (several hundreds) at the

same time. For instance, they could detect emotions in real time in stadiums, and could even
focus their efforts on recording the emotional pulse of a specific demographic group. Once they
had collected the information, they would connect with an advertiser to see when was the best
time for them to play the ad for this customer segment, and how much they would pay- since
payment was not linear but a function of the emotional responses triggered.

5 Emotient was acquired by Apple in 2015
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Emotional pulse of an audience in a stadium (US)
Source: Confidential, shared with me by a person I interviewed

On the other hand, some companies like Facebook have been insidiously trying to gather indirect
information on Facebook users' mood. Not emotions so to speak, because as far as we know in

the public space, Facebook is not yet observing users through the cameras of their laptops. But
under the pretext of adding new "ftm" features to the user interface, Facebook is actually trying to
gather data about users' mood. Take the six different "like" options for instance (see illustration
below- the regular "like" plus five new ones): far from being just a small innocent innovative
feature to please users, this feature enables Facebook to improve their "user profiling".

Like L ove Haha Wow Sad Angry

The six different "like" options feature introduced by Facebook in February 2016
Source: Pascal Herard, aPourquoi Facebook veut-il connaitre les emotions de ses utilisateurs ?), TV5 Monde

website, 02/29/2016

Plus, those six different emotions allow Facebook to rank any publication on an emotional level,
so that it can then see what kind of content people like, value, or are looking for. A study
conducted by Facebook in 2014 among approximately 700,000 Facebook users revealed all the
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possible ways to influence users thanks to "mass emotional contagion"- a study that led to a
scandal and a public apology from Facebook. The results of the study were worrisome, since it
found out that emotions expressed by other users on Facebook influence our own emotions,
leading to mass emotional contagion. Facebook's experiment consisted in deliberately changing
the news feed of random users, showing that users who saw fewer positive messages or
publications were less inclined to produce positive content and more negative publications, and
vice versa. This finding becomes particularly worrisome in that Facebook has found a way,
which is in its control, to play with people's emotions (Herard 2016). Something that seems
harmless for the user is actually a new revenue stream for Facebook, who shares this data with
advertisers, so that in turn they can improve their ad micro-targeting and personalization.

1.4. Predicting sales behavior and other advertising and marketing KPIs

We saw above how any company could use emotion analytics to optimize how they advertise and
attract new customers by building emotional links to their brand. Emotion analytics also allow
brand marketers to optimize how they allocate their media spends, how they should anticipate
their advertising KPIs, like brand recall, purchase intent, sales lift, virality, and likelihood of
sharing on social media (Sanchez 2016).

Word-of-mouth and virality (Marci, to be published in 2017)

An important goal of marketing is to get consumers to comment about your marketing and
advertising communications, and one of the favored moment to do so is when consumers are
watching television (and thus television ads). Marketers want their campaigns to go viral, or at
least have people talk about them. Using emotion technologies, marketers can get good proxies of
what consumers will say on their brand communication. It has been recognized that the number
of online Twitter "Tweets" (and comments by viewers) while consumers are watching a TV
program is a good proxy to measure what they will say about the advertisement. Neuroscientists
at Nielsen recently reported a study looking at EEG activity and Twitter volume (Nielsen 2015),
which counted more than 300 respondents monitored in one location watching nine television
programs. The study revealed a positive relationship between an EEG-derived metric (an
important component of which includes emotional response in the brain) and the number of
comments on Twitter. Although the study looks more into television programming than
advertising, it built on prior academic research that used EEG and fMRI to predict Twitter
commenting activity.

Analyzing and predicting sales-related index and behavior (Marci, to be published in 2017)
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While predicting consumer online commenting activity is important for marketers, the ultimate
objective of marketing is to induce sales behavior. Innerscope Research6, which was bought by
Nielsen in 2015 to become Nielsen Consumer Neuroscience, was one of the first to conduct a
non-academic study on how to produce sales behavior through marketing design. Innerscope
Research partnered with Mimoco, the manufacturer of Mimobots, a personalized USB digital
storage device. Mimoco wanted to understand which design, among the hundreds it had, would
drive most online sales behavior. Needless to say, the design was Mimoco's primary marketing
tool. Innerscope analyzed the physiologic responses of 30 participants in a research laboratory
using biometric sensors that recorded the combined responses of skin conductance, HRV and
eye-tracking. During the experiment, respondents were exposed to more than 30 various designs
randomly assigned (to prevent from order effects) while being measured by emotion analytics.
The emotional results were then combined with previous sales data from Mimoco, and
Innerscope found that emotional biometrics responses were significantly positively correlated
with the sales volume of the design tested.

Along with the sales correlation analyses, Mimoco's designs were audited by human coders to
spot any similarities or differences between the top-selling and the weaker-selling items. This
independent audit found out that top performers tended to possess certain qualities (e.g. more
prominent eyes, brighter colors, etc.). The results were used for several years to direct creative
and sales-related strategic decisions. A Mimoco executive testified "Our hit rate of producing
good and great selling Mimobot designs has improved as a result of Innerscope's design
recommendations."

Following this research, Innerscope conducted another study that also utilized biometric
responses to predict a sales-related index. The outcome here was the opening weekend box office
sales and the levels of emotional response to movie trailers (Randall 2013) The research
comprised 40 movie trailers for different films and collected more than 1,000 respondents'
responses in two years. The study worked with an index of biometric reactivity to assess the
overall emotional response of the respondents to the movie trailer. According to Dr. Marci, "The
results suggested that in addition to an overall correlation to ticket sales, a failure to reach a
particular level of emotional response to a movie advertisement predicted a very poor
performance in market (less than $10 million generated in the opening weekend). Importantly,
the results also gave recommendations to film marketers on how the keys to success are based on
the moment-to-moment emotional response." Those final results were further backed by a
separate academic study that worked with EEG to also establish a correlation between EEG
activity as a response to a movie trailer in a and movie sales in the general population (Boksem
and Smidts 2015).

6 Dr. Carl Marci, whom I interviewed, worked at Innerscope Research when it was bought by Nielsen. That is how
Dr. Marci started to work for Nielsen Consumer Science, where he still works.
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2. Applications in enhancing customers' live experiences

2.1. In-store experience (Michalowska, 2017)

Nowadays, it is more and more crucial for brands to engage with consumers, all the way from
getting their initial attention to real-time experience (purchase), online as well as in store.
Optimizing consumer experiences is a growing application of emotion technologies, but it is still
underused today.

According to Maurice Bansay, Founder and President of Apsys group7, if a mall is not capable of
bringing contact, emotion, and more broadly speaking a genuine shopping experience through its
architecture, its design, its brand mix, its innovative use of digital and other new technologies, its
restaurant and leisure activities offer, consumers won't be willing to come anymore. Furthermore,
as highlighted by Guillaume Sadoux, Managing Partner at Bird's Eye View Agency8, creating
emotions and memories find their root in a brand's positioning, which strongly correlates with
physical or real-life experiences, which are responsible for the image and the feeling customers
have about a brand. To compete for consumers' attention and engagement, companies have to
come up with stronger and stronger messages to stand out. To do so, they have to spark intense
emotions, which can be triggered by memorable live experience, including in-store experience.
The more intense the experience, the more a customer is likely to become a brand ambassador.

This "wow" effect, representing the emotion created through surprise, is the common factor of all
types of retailers and translates in particular into the fact that brands are calling upon famous
architects or architecture firms9 and great names in the design industry' 0 , and into an until today
unseen use of new materials and sorts of lights to create unique atmospheres.

Last but not least, brands should not forget that great in-store experiences require outstanding
people skills. As put by Philippe de Mareilhac, CEO of Market Value" and Deputy Managing
Director at Team Creatif Group12 , a designer has two big levers to create engaging places:
emotion and relationship. Emotion creates wish, envy, and stimulates desire. On the other hand,
good interpersonal skills and relationship-building reassures. When properly combined, brands
can definitely stand out from their competitors and leave consumers with long-lasting positive
memories.

7 Apsys group is a French architecture company which has really stepped up lately regarding commercial real estate
quality (e.g. Beaugrenelle in Paris, France; or Posnania and Manufaktura in Poznan, Poland).
8 Bird's Eye View's is an agency dedicated to the development and re-development of mixed-used urban properties,
focusing on retail-driven projects and shopping centers.
9 Chapman Taylor, Christian de Portzampac, Jean Nouvel, Jean-Paul Viguier, etc.
10 CBA, AKDV, Saguez & Partners, BETC Design, Ora-Tto, Retail 3d, etc.

Market Value is an architecture retail and branding agency
12 Team Creatif Group is a packaging and brand design agency
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Building on this last sentence, some players in the emotion industry like Datakalab have decided
to tackle real-time in-person experience, to help their clients improve customer experience. It is
one of the three products of Datakalab's value proposition. Datakalab works hand in hand with a
brand at the store level- or any physical place if it not a store so to speak (e.g. train station or
airport)- to build an emotional map of the place, identifying the spaces that generate emotions
most, whether positive or negative. The aim is to either test different formats of the venue, or to
adapt the place's layout accordingly to optimize customer experience. To illustrate, Datakalab
worked with Mr. Bricolage 3 to test two different store formats. Similarly, Datakalab identified
the room that generated emotions most at the Vivacy ephemeral exhibition in Paris in January
2017. Another example of what they do is their work with airports and train stations, which are
trying to define what well-being means for people in airports and stations, and then try to
replicate a similar experience within their physical space to promote a feeling of well-being for
their customers.

Using emotion recognition technologies can thus improve in-store (or any other physical place)
customer experience by testing emotional engagement levels, identifying any difficulty in
navigating a store, studying the path to purchase, and the search behavior of consumers.

2.2. Human Computer Interaction (Eye tracking guide, 2015)

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) refers to any type of interaction between any kind of
computer and a person. HCI thus comprises smart phones, tablets, laptops, simulators as well as
mobile apps, websites, virtual reality (VR), and any other computerized interface. Emotion
analytics can help improve HCI.

Take website testing: Eye tracking is already broadly used to test a website's user experience
(UX). Eye tracking can give you valuable information regarding the gaze patterns of your
website's visitors: how long does it take before visitors appear to find the product or information
they were looking for on your website, what kind of visual displays do they pay attention to and
which one do they ignore. Eye tracking enables you to chase what can be an irritating UX and fix
it. Remember that some key metrics to track with respect to websites are quality of landing page
and call to actions (CTAs), for which a great UX is important. This also stands for mobile
versions of websites.

Apart from website testing, one of the big hits for emotion analytics is to improve UX in gaming,
notably with VR (in particular using eye tracking). Designers have been using eye tracking to
assess visual attention and reaction to decisive moments in the game to ameliorate the overall
gaming experience. Some designers have also combined eye tracking with biometrics sensors to
also get insight on emotional and cognitive responses to the game.

13 Mr. Bricolage is a retail chain offering home improvement and do-it-yourself goods.
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We could easily imagine how powerful and insightful the combination of emotion analytics and
VR could be for any brand wishing to engage in further upstream research (e.g. to test prototypes
of customer experiences).

2.3. Emotionally responsive content

As stated earlier, since companies' value propositions are shifting towards an increasingly
customer-centric model, enhanced personalization naturally prevails. Personalization in targeting
is not new, it is even now a prerequisite to a sound business. On the other hand, artificial
intelligence (Al) used to offer customers adaptive content tailored to their preferences and their
profile is developing but still has space to grow. Content-provider companies like Netflix or
Spotify are a perfect example of how Al is applied today to optimize film or music selection. But
those companies could go one step further (than using only traditional Big Data). They could
integrate feel data from consumers, which would enable them to personalize in real-time their
offer according to the third dimension we mentioned earlier, i.e. the current mood of the
customer.

For instance, Spotify could use emotion technologies to know the mood of each of their
customers (e.g. with facial expressions) at any given point in time, and offer playlists based on
those identified emotions, rather than having them go through a manual selection process, or
suggesting non-curated playlists. Thus, they wouldn't have to search for what they are looking
for, especially given that sometimes people don't even know what they are looking for, and they
wouldn't struggle to find a music aligned with how they feel in the moment- making their
experience better. Another kind of feature that could be thought of is to use emotion analytics
technologies to categorize the songs that consumers are listening to. For example, a particular
facial expression could indicate that a customer loves the new song he is listening to, inducing an
automatic "like it" or "add to favorites" action, instead of having the consumer scramble to the
"thumbs-up" icon quickly before the songs ends. Adding emotional responsive features would
also provide those companies with highly valuable information that paying advertisers would
cherish. This would work as a positive feedback loop, where customers get an ever-improving
experience, maintaining or increasing their engagement level, which in turn would mean more
eyeballs to watch paid ads that would be micro-targeted, which would also entail more revenues
for both the content-provider and the advertiser.

Spotify is actually a great example of a such an innovative company. Although it has not yet
achieved to create new features such as those mentioned above, it is making real improvement in
the emotional responsiveness field. Let's look into two recent news about Spotify.

First, Spotify announced in November 2016 a global partnership with WPP's Data Alliance, a
WPP company that supports the group's data business by improving access to data and data-
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driven marketing applications. This partnership unlocks value for WPP, which now has access to
Spotify's 100 million users' behaviors and listening preferences across many countries, and for
WPP's clients who can now be provided with valuable insights on the existing links between
music and an audience's moods and actions. It has indeed been proven that certain music
attributes, such as tempo or energy, are highly correlated to mood and can help predict mood,
which enables advertisers to get closer to their audiences on a new emotional level. Those
insights allow for enhanced campaign planning, better and more creative micro-targeting, leading
to having consumers see the right messages at the right time, on the right media platform, and at
any point in the buyer's journey (from mere awareness stage to decision and engagement stages).
According to WPP's Data Alliance CEO Nick Nyhan, "WPP and Spotify are humanizing 'quant'
data by harmonizing it with music preferences as a new window into the mood and emotion of
global audiences during daily moments". Spotify's VP of Partnerships Alex Wood adds "This
partnership will drive mutual growth and enable us to further unlock the power of technology,
creativity and music data for brands" (WPP Press Centre 2016).

Second, Spotify is financially supporting a Scandinavian startup called Soundtrack Your Brand
(SYB) known to be the B2B Spotify, which is growing very fast. The concept is quite
straightforward: SYB understood that sound is one of the greatest marketing levers to trigger
emotions, and wants to help companies brand themselves by using the proper pieces of music.
Endorsing a project relies mainly on emotions, and sound is the best vector of emotions. SYB
offers companies to create their musical branding universe by defining it hand-in-hand and
making sure that their musical marketing is standardized and consistent across all different
platforms of the company (Adler 2017).

Another way to approach emotionally adaptive content is to think about a live content support,
like a video advertisement, which, instead of being the same for everyone, adapts progressively
according to the identified emotions of the person watching the video. This is an innovative way
of running campaigns that is already out there and working. Let's take the very recent example of
Bentley Motors. Bentley launched an app called The Bentley Inspirator, an interactive advertising
and marketing campaign they call a "luxury commissioning experience". App users are guided
through an immersive video that is directed and shaped directly by facial emotional reactions,
which are tracked by the device's camera. The narrative adapts in real-time and at the end the app
comes out with a personalized car model recommendation, including specification (type of
wheels, color, interior). Similar to what Bentley did, any brand could develop similar apps that
would enable them to offer their customers a personalized product based on how customers
respond emotionally to certain content (Sanchez 2016; McManus 2017).

2.4. Other kinds of emotional brand-building customer experiences

As mentioned earlier, unique customer experience creates strong emotional memories. Brands
like Hershey for instance have understood this and have built on it to create positive live
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customer experiences as early as the first stage of the buyer's journey (awareness stage), even
reaching to people that were unaware of the brand until then. For example, Hershey created the
Hershey Smile Sampler, a distributor which uses facial coding technology (see pictures below).
People can stand up in front of the kiosk and if they smile, the kiosk gives away a Hershey
chocolate, creating a unique and positive retail experience and brand sentiment for Hershey-
which is also a great way to incite people to go down the confection aisle and buy their product
(Sanchez 2016).

Examples of the Hershey Smile Sampler (3D and real-time demos)

Source: Confectionerynews.com; Affectiva (Youtube video: Hershey Smile Sampler- full demo)

Another application that we could think of would be to use emotion analytics to create an

interactive experience with a brand. For instance, any restaurant chain- from Uno's, The

Cheesecake Factory, to Olive Garden, and all those in between- could enhance their

customers' experiences by offering them emotionally interactive menus that would help them

choose their ideal meal choice depending on their emotional reactions to their menus

(McManus 2017).

Emotion analytics could also simply help brand create innovative and attracting marketing
campaigns, just to add a fun dimension to an every-day interaction with a brand. For instance,
Affectiva mentions in its blog how companies could create an app for their brand's target
demographic that would identify the emotion of someone in their life. For instance Affectiva
mentions PetCo that could create a "What's my dog thinking app", or Pampers, which could
develop a "What's My Baby Thinking" app for moms to track how their baby are feeling. Just a
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simple add-on to extend the customer experience at home and further encourage positive brand-
connection building.

3. Applications in performance systems and performance measurements

3.1. Performance assessment

Some companies I've interviewed were working with firms to assess the performance of various
kind of events by assessing the overall emotional pulse of the audience. Such events comprise
movie trailers or movies themselves after launch, advertising (or political) campaigns after
launch, product launch, corporate events, conferences.

From what I discovered through my own research, the emotion technologies used to assess
performance usually differ depending on what you are trying to assess (although they are
probably interchangeable):

- For instance, to assess a campaign's effectiveness (advertising or political), text analysis
is generally used. We saw previously that ad effectiveness can be tested prior to launch
using all kind of emotion technologies. After launch though it is more difficult to get a
sense of how the ad is really perceived and how the message it conveys is received. That
is why text analysis can be really useful in that view. As mentioned previously, text
analysis is used by companies and administrations to track general opinions about
campaigns and overall brand sentiment. Text analysis can be performed across the
Internet, or can target a specific platform, as long as it is an open discussion on the web.
Let's look into how text analysis helped assess the campaign performance of the 2016 US
Presidential Election- an analysis conducted by BehaviorMatrix and shared by Keith
Harry through LinkedIn.

As soon as Donald Trump was confirmed as the next US President, various different
reasons were put forward to explain why polls had failed to predict the true winner. Those
reasons ranged from insufficient polling in states where "hidden" Trump voters wouldn't
recognize that they were Trump supporters, to saying that polls weren't totally wrong
given that Clinton won the popular vote. However, those reasons (along many others) are
just expressions of an underlying blind spot in pre-election analysis, according to Keith
Harry. Actually, the key reason for the non-anticipation lies in a lack of understanding of
the American people's emotional pulse regarding each candidate and their respective
campaign, which cannot be assessed with traditional methods (e.g. polling), with such
methods suffering more often than not from selection bias and expectation bias. Using
text analysis by mining open social conversations, BehaviorMatrix conducted an analysis
of the nation's pre-election emotion pulse, and found out that Trump's campaign proved
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to be more effective than Hilary's throughout the last month prior to the election - at least
in terms of what Keith Harry calls "Emotional Affinity" (i.e. "a natural sympathy for
someone or something", see graph below). BehaviorMatrix supports this analysis about
campaign effectiveness with many other indicators that can be found on LinkedIn (see
Keith Harry's post). This study clearly shows that neither candidate was admired, but that
Clinton aroused fewer and weaker expressions of positive emotions than Trump.

Emotional Affinity Index
7-day Moving Average
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- Advertising campaign effectiveness can also be tested through facial coding. Take OOH
(Out-of-Home) advertising: OOH media is not new, and can actually be found
everywhere throughout cities. It is 100% dedicated to advertising. It used to be only
printed displays, but now more and more OOH media have switched to digital, creating
new opportunities to engage with customers. Building on this opportunity, Clear
Channel14 launched in June 2016 a quantitative emotional market research, called
"Emotion Score", based on a panel of people participating in the experiment and using
start-up Real Eyes' facial coding technology. The research collected, measured, and
compared in real-time various emotions: joy, pleasure, sadness, surprise, anger, anxiety,
confusion, etc. The analysis then revealed which contents aroused which emotions. Next,
emotional results were combined with participants' verbal declarations to get results that
are as close as possible to what really happened inside people's mind (consciously or
unconsciously). The result of this research was so conclusive that Clear Channel
launched, in early 2017, "EmOOH Metrics", a new tool to measure emotional reactions to

14 Clear Channel is one of the world's largest OOH advertising companies
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brand ad creations. Of course, the more positive the results are, the better it is for the
brand, who can then assess through this new emotional metric whether its advertising
campaign is performing (Meriaux 2017).

- Regarding an event's overall emotional pulse (i.e. how people feel about the event, or
how performant it is perceived in terms of ambiance, quality, purpose, organization, etc.),
it can be assessed trough text analysis, but voice recognition also allows to understand
how people feel by interviewing them during the event (which is actually one of the
solutions offered by BeyondVerbal). Besides, if the event is one where people are seated
(i.e. relatively still), you can also use facial coding to get the overall feeling of the crowd.,
just as we saw in a photo shared earlier about the emotional pulse in a stadium.

3.2. New pricing models based on emotions

Given that people give more and more credit to experiences that feel authentic, namely
experiences that stir emotions (hopefully positive ones), why not consider new pricing models
based on how many emotional responses are triggered by a specific stimulus (e.g. a product, a
service, a show performance, another kind of live experience)? People are looking more and
more to pay for the value (or perceived value) they get- no less, no more.

In that view, a theatre in Barcelona called the Teatreneu is experimenting a new pay-per-laugh
pricing model for a comedy show playing at the theatre. Each member of the audience is charged
at the end of the show, based on how much they enjoyed the show (laughter being the indicator),
which is assessed using facial-recognition technology. As described by Jane Wakefield from
BBC News, the facial coding software is installed on tablets that are attached to the back of each
seat of the theatre club. Each laugh is charged 0.30C, with a cap set at 24E. In parallel to being an
innovative and amusing way to price a show, this new model served as a response to recently
increased government taxes on theatre tickets which had led to severe drop in audience numbers.
The experiment proved to be successful, with overall ticket prices going up by 6C, and increased
audience numbers by 35%, as reported by the theatre club. This pricing model has been spreading
to other theatres around Spain. Given those positive results, the theatre club decided to also
launch a mobile app as a payment method, along with a first of a kind pay-per-laugh seasonal
ticket.
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Pictures about Teatreneu theatre's price-per-laugh model: facial coding tablets on each seat, and a screen recording

real-time statistics

Source: The Cyranos McCann, "Pay-per-laugh ", Vimeo, 2014

Although this new pricing model is very intriguing, some concerns have arisen. To start with,
some people are willing to participate in the experiment but a wary that their facial recognition
data gets transmitted to the NSA- according to James Woroniecki, director of London's 99
Club15 . He also added that it could become a technical challenge if the comedy triggered on-
going laughter from the crowd.

Other concerns relate to the fact that not all people react in the same way- far from it actually.
Some people will hardly ever smile or laugh, although they do think that what they are seeing
makes them laugh (without showing). Some purists might also agree with sociologist Sam
Friedman's research, who argues that "laughter contaminates the aesthetic experience of
comedy" (Logan 2014). But whether or not you are an expressive person, you probably might
have some reservations about spending half a comedy distracted by your reflection in the app -
smiling or not. Last but not least, having a price charged based on how much your consumed
(here laughed) is often tricky, in that customers end up being much more conscious of every
additional amount consumed (or laughter), somehow involuntarily interrupting their experience,
while what a brand should always be looking to do is provide them with a seamless experience.

That being said, the pay-per-laugh model has proven to be a smashing success for the Teatreneu
Company's eight theatre clubs, and has inspired other theatre companies to do the same. We
could imagine other industries trying out similar pricing model experiments. For instance,
cosmetic retail stores could apply a premium or a discount depending on the reaction of the
customer when it tests a specific beauty product. Basically, any industry where customers stay
still for a while (e.g. when trying out a product or service), making it possible for a camera to
scan their faces and identify their emotions through facial coding, such pricing model could be
tried.

15 London's 99 Club is a very famous comedy club in London
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3.3. Evaluating a firm's employee satisfaction

According to Hubspot, which has been designated as one of the top "Best place to work"

companies6 , the key to a successful business lies in delighting your customers, which can only
happen if your employees themselves are delighted by the company they work for.

In that view, emotion analytics are a great tool to measure employee satisfaction. Indeed,
employees are usually not perfectly comfortable and not perfectly honest when asked by their
superior to give them feedback on how they feel about the company and the company's culture. It
makes perfect sense, given that their employment depends on the person or company retrieving
this information. That is why focus groups, surveys, one-to-one interviews and other traditional
methods have been facing some limitations regarding employee satisfaction evaluation.

Some companies like Kanjoya (which has now been integrated to the company called Ultimate
Software) have decided to enhance the insights that managers get from the surveys filled by their
employees thanks to smarter surveys and in-text analysis. The ultimate goal being, of course, to
genuinely improve employee experience.

The software developed by Kanjoya is called UltiPro Perception and it enables managers to
engage, retain, and motivate their employees by finding out what they really care about. The
software uses natural language processing combined with machine-learning algorithm, similar in
functioning to Behavior Matrix's in-text analysis tool (seen previously). UltiPro Perception's
value proposition targets company leaders who want to gain valuable and real-time insights on
employee feedback and overall company sentiment. Remember that human capital (i.e.
employees) are the most valuable asset of a successful company. UltiPro Perception sends out
mobile-friendly surveys throughout the employee lifecycle and provides analysis within seconds
with enhanced human-accuracy, focusing on conversational questions (rather than multiple-
choice questions). UltiPro Perception's output appears in a dashboard, allowing company
managers to get a sense, in a glance, of what areas of improvement should be prioritized.

For some other players in the emotion analytics field, company managers should strive to go
beyond the use of surveys in order to get reliable insights on employee overall sentiment- and opt
for emotion analytics. In that view, Datakalab offers their clients an emotional barometer to
assess the true level of stress and satisfaction of employees, using emotion analytics (biometrics,
voice recognition and facial coding). This information, crossed with the data gathered from
traditional methods (surveys), can really help managers go one step further in understanding what
their employees care about, and ultimately increase the company's performance.

16 #1 by the Boston Business Journal, #3 by the 2016 Boston Globe ranking, #4 in Glassdoor, #2 by 2016 Fortune
ranking, etc.
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Similarly, we could imagine companies using emotion analytics, and in particular voice
recognition technology, to help them with their phone-screening interviews. Voice recognition
technology would help interviewers assess the real motivation of candidates for a given job. For
other emotion analytics, such as facial coding, it is probably not going to happen in a near future,
since it would most likely face ethical and legal problems.

IV. Perception of emotion technologies and

potential legal and ethical issues

Emotion analytics are methods that enable their users to get more insight into what people really
think in an innovative way. The very fact that it gets to the root of people's inner thoughts (both
conscious and non-conscious) makes emotion technologies a promising tool for brands, but also a
quite scary one from a customer perspective and from that of other privacy advocates. That's why
before looking into official legal actions regulating the scope of use of emotion technologies, I
decided to investigate how people felt about them.

1. Experimental research: How emotion analytics are perceived by consumers

I decided to create a survey and share it with as many people as possible (from diverse
backgrounds). From past conversations or interviews I conducted, my intuition was that people
from or living in Europe were much more averse to new technology in general- and even more
when a specific technology raised privacy-related concerns- than people from or living in the US.
That's at least what I had noticed, as a European person who grew up in Europe and came to
study in the US, where people are very tech-savvy and apparently less concerned about data
protection.

I actually remember a moment where it became obvious: I was speaking with an MIT advisor
about choosing this topic as my thesis subject, and during the conversation this person told me
how happy she was when she logged in on Amazon and only had to click once to get the item she
wanted. She loved the fact that Amazon knew so many things about her (tastes and interests) to
the extent that it could anticipate her needs and desires. She told me she loved how Amazon (and
other companies of the like) had been facilitating her every-day life. I, on the other hand, was

stunned by what she had said. I have always disliked the fact that brands know so much about me

and use this information to make me buy more. I have never perceived this increased
personalization as a facilitator developed by brands, supposedly trying to reduce frictions in the

customer experience that should be seamless. I have always been suspicious about brands that use
constant micro-targeting: Google, Amazon, and basically any other similar company. I started
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reading about cutting-edge technologies partly because I was passionate about it, and partly
because I preferred to know as much as possible on the topic to at least know what was going on.
Emotion technologies appeared to me as the epitome of the kind of innovative technology that is

both fascinating and frightening. Thus, I decided to delve into this subject, believing that others
might be eager too to learn more about emotion analytics.

I crafted a survey with precise questions to test key hypothesis relating to emotion analytics. I
wanted to look into whether they were significant correlations between certain types of reactions
to questions and particular demographics. I also wanted, among other things, to stress the fact
that marketers should more than ever use different marketing approaches to appeal to different

types of targets, given the hyper-fragmentation of the customer landscape. It should be noted that

among the -500 respondents, 32% had never heard before of emotion analytics, and a big
majority (56%) had heard of it but knew only the basics. I also tried as much as possible not to

bias my questions. I have shared below some interesting findings.

- I was interested to see how people perceived themselves, what they believed drove their

decisions processes. They were asked if they thought their decision-making process was the

result of: emotional response, rational thinking, or a mix of both. I expected many people to

answer "a mix of both", but I was interested to know more about the others. Below are the

general results:

* Emotions

* Rational thinking

* A 50/50 mix of both above

Running analysis on those who answered that they are driven mostly by emotions when they

make a decision (i.e. the 7% above), I discovered that there are in proportion twice as many

women than men. Conversely, there are two times more men than women who believe their

decisions are the result of rational thinking (28% of all men vs. 14% of all women). Those results

might seem intuitive, but it is interesting to see that this common gender bias is echoed in the

respondents' answers. It is also important for marketers to keep in mind that on average women

tend to believe more than men that emotions are an important part (if not the most important part)

of their decision-making process. Consequently, brands shouldn't use the same creatives to

appeal to women and to men.
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- I progressively led the respondents to think about different ways companies could collect
emotional data about them. I started by getting a sense of how people felt about Facebook and the
different "like" emotions mentioned earlier in the thesis (smile, cry, love, disappointment) used
for profiling purposes.

* I am comfortable wlth the idea
I am Indifferent
I am uncomfortable and think we
should be warned that it Is the case

I was surprised to find out that people were equally split on that issue (at least between people
comfortable and those uncomfortable). Looking into the detail of respondents who are
comfortable with Facebook collecting their emotional data, I found that there is a higher
percentage of men than there is of women (36% of all male respondents vs. 26% of all female
respondents). And very interestingly, people currently living in the US are proportionally more
numerous than people living in Europe, among all respondents who answered being comfortable
with the idea (34% of all American respondents vs. 24% of all European respondents).

Conversely, among those who said they are not comfortable with Facebook collecting their
emotional data, there are proportionally more women than men (31% of all women vs. 21% of all
men). Similarly, I found out that there is a higher reluctance from people over 30 than from
people under 30. Could the social network itself, given its relatively recent development, be the
reason for this higher reluctance from older people?

* Next, I wanted to evaluate to what extent people did actually expect or want personalization
when interacting with a brand. I asked them the following question: "Generally speaking, when
interacting with a brand (ads, purchase, customer service, etc.), do you want and/or expect
enhanced personalization? If yes, at what stages of the customer journey do you expect it?" The
possible answers were, in the following order (same as the order on the graph):

- I don't want more personalization- I can go find by myself a product or service that I need
- I expect personalization as early as at the awareness stage (advertising and attracting

customer)
- I expect personalization at the decision stage (purchasing, promotions)
- I expect personalization in after-sales and customer service
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I expect pers... 94(19,8%)

I expect pers... -147 (31 %)

I expect pets... 177 (37,3 %)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Strikingly, a majority of people appears not to want any personalization when interacting with a

brand, which even suggests they don't want to "interact", so to speak, with the brand. There

seems to be a renewed defensive attitude towards brands coming from customers, probably as a

reaction to feeling attacked in their privacy (with the use of personal data). Reluctance to

personalization seems to be high among people currently living in Europe and North America

(36% and 39% of all European and NA respondents respectively) compared to Asia (16%). Also,
people aged between 20 and 30 are on average significantly less reluctant to personalization than

people above 30 (reluctance increases with age).

Among the respondents who answered in favor of personalization, without much surprise the

stage at which personalization is most expected or wanted is in after-sale customer services. It

would be interesting to delve more to understand why people are not that enthusiast about

personalization at the awareness and decision stages.

e Then I decided to place respondents in a particular concrete situation involving emotion

analytics, and test their reaction. Below are two similar questions phrased differently. In the first

one, it is not black and white that using facial coding to get less spams (and more adequate ads)

requires to scan people's faces through their laptop camera. Whereas in the second question it is

made very clear. I think this is the main reason why the second question received much more

negative feedback than the first one. Because inherently, those questions are similar in that the

outcome is very similar- getting ads you are likely to be interested in instead of spams on the one

hand, and getting coupons and promotions you could be interested in on the other hand.
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Would you agree to have your emotions analyzed (e.g. through facial coding)
if it means seeing ads you are actually interested in instead of getting
spammed most of the time?
474 reponses

* Yes. deinitely
I am Indifferent

ONO

You are sitting in front of your laptop, conducting Google searches or
scrolling on Facebook, and your facial expressions are being recorded
through your laptop camera, potentially giving information about your
emotions thanks to facial coding. Would you agree to share your emotional
data if it means getting more coupons or promotions?
474 rdponses

0Neutral
Oo

Among respondents who answered they would be very interested in having their emotions
analyzed through facial coding if it meant less spams, those below 20 years old are on average
much more enthusiast about the idea than people over 30 (and slightly more than those aged
between 20 and 30). General acceptation here seems to be negatively correlated to the age of
respondents.

On the other hand, among participants who voted against emotional tracking to get less spams,
people currently living in Europe and North America have a much higher reluctance rate than
those living in Asia (52% and 55% of all European and Asian respondents respectively vs. 21%
of all Asian respondents). In addition, it appears that people below 20 years old are on average
significantly less reluctant than people over 20.
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However, if there is one thing to keep in mind from the results of those two questions is that on
average people are quite reluctant to having their emotions analyzed to get this kind of benefits
(i.e. tailored ads and offers), with at least 50% of respondents opposed to it.

* Going further in testing how people feel about other kind of applications of emotion
technologies, I asked them how comfortable they were with the idea that their face might be
scanned for emotions when they entered a store (without getting into too much detail about the
brand's goal, i.e. whether for market research purposes, for optimizing the buyer's journey within
the store, for enhancing their profiling, to match the best vendor with a customer entering the
store, etc.). I just wanted to get a feel for the general acceptation of the concept, without
overwhelming respondents with too much information. Below are the results:

I am tine with it; brands are simply
trying to enhance my customer In-
store experience
I have mixed feelings; brands are
probably gathering more data about
me that they wIll use somehow later
1 am not confortable at all; brands are
using this only to sail me more
products/ services

Delving deeper into those results, I found out that there are proportionally significantly more men
than women who are comfortable with the idea; and that people below 30 years old are more
comfortable than people over 30. Last, Asian respondents have shown to be slightly more
enthusiast about the idea than people from Europe and North America.

Conversely, looking into the responses of those uncomfortable with having their faces scanned
for emotions when they enter a store, it turns out that women are on average more reluctant than
men (61% of all women vs. 48% of all men). Similarly, people over 40 are significantly more
reluctant than people aged between 20 and 30 (with people between 30 and 40 in the middle).
And, logically, given the finding of the previous paragraph, people currently living in Asia are on
proportionally less reluctant to the idea than people living in Europe and North America.

Yet, once again the main result to keep in mind is that more than half of respondents are opposed
to having emotion analytics used on them when they enter a store: they consider it as just another
insidious way for brands to wrongfully sell them more products or services.

- I then examined how people responded to another type of application, i.e. an experiment in
which they wouldn't be the main subject of the analysis, but in which they would be volunteering
to an anonymous (non-targeted) experiment. The goal of the experiment here not being directly
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related to sales; in this case the goal was to figure out how to increase the feeling of well-being in
a train station.

You enter a train station, and have a 40min wait ahead of you. You are offered
to participate in a free anonymous experiment that will track your emotions
throughout your wait time at the train station -by simply wearing a bracelet,
and at the end by being interviewed. The aim is to identify how the train
station can increase customers' well-being. Would you be willing to do it?
474 rdponses

*Yes
No, I don't want to take part In any of

a Athis

SNo, although I would be interested,
but I POWfe to OCCUMy yWait ViMS
with somethIng ee (reading.
messaging, etc)

Strongly contrasting with the overall answers to the previous questions, this one received a lot of
positive feedback. My hypothesis is that, as mentioned above, this experiment is not focused on a
precise individual and doesn't have a direct profit-maximizing goal. This new kind of application
helps gain the trust of individuals. On the whole, 89% of people recognize they would be
interested in taking part in the study, while only 11% of respondents genuinely don't want to
participate. This result bodes well for similar anonymous value-driven projects.

* Last but not least, I wanted to test a last kind of application of emotion analytics I encountered
during my research, which has a very different scope. The goal here was to enhance either your
own well-being or your loved-ones' (i.e. not related to customer experience like in the previous
train station example), similar to what BeyondVerbal is trying to do with its new focus on
healthcare and general well-being. The context of the question was the following:

"You are on the phone with your mother. You want to know how she is really feeling because
you are worried about her - although she told you she was doing great. How do you like the idea
of getting real insight about her emotions (or even your own!) thanks to a voice analysis app
(after a phone call, speech, or live discussion)?
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I don't like the idea of having a device telling me
either how my loved ones are feeling or how I am
reallyfeeling

'I'd love to get more insight on my loved ones' (or
my own) emotions to act on It and increase their
well-being

* I am Indifferent to this matter

I was very surprised to see that 76% of respondents didn't like the idea of being able to know

how they or their relatives were feeling, with only 6% of respondents being indifferent to the

matter. I think the main reason why people voted against this particular application is because

they were against the idea of having a device telling them about their own emotions, rather than

voting against the use of such a device to know how their relatives were feeling.

Well-being and wellness are hot topics, which is why I expected more enthusiastic responses.

Especially with depression rates reaching their highest levels, with more than 300 million people

affected worldwide' 7 and 1 in 10 Americans suffering from depression at one point or another".

Several reasons might account for this apparent reluctance, the first one being that although some

people might be interested in knowing how their loved ones are feeling, they don't like the idea

that in return somebody could do this to them too. The second potential explanation is that it is

hard today to imagine a device telling you how you or others feel: what would be the device's

output? A device only telling you that you are worn out is not going to do much except making

you feel worse, as you become even more aware of how tired you are. Such a device should

identify that you are worn out, but instead of telling you that it is the case (i.e. simply labelling

emotions), it should come up with real-time personalized recommendations, such as "Make the

time for a 20-min nap" if you are tired, "Go out for 30min to exercise" if you are preoccupied and

stressed, "Call a friend you haven't spoken to in a long time" if you are feeling lonely, and so on.

Delving deeper, it appears that people living in North America are two times more supportive of

the idea than people living in Europe; and people aged below 20 are twice more enthusiastic

about the concept than people aged between 20 and 30, and slightly more enthusiastic than

people over 30. One of the potential explanations for this would be that being a teenager can be

tough- especially given that teenage depression rates are very high, around 12.5% of the US

population aged between 12 and 1719. Being able to either get recommendations about how to

17 Statistics from the World Health Organization, February 2017

18 According to the Healthline, a privately-owned provider of health information based in San Francisco, 2012
19 According to the study from Jonaki Bose, Sarra L. Hedden, Rachel N. Lipari, and Eunice Park-Lee, Key

Substance Use and Mental Health Indicators in the United States: Results from the 2015 National Survey on Drug

Use and Health, SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration), September 2016
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increase their own well-being, or being able to let their parents and siblings know how they feel
without having to say it would help them.

On the other side, with respect to those opposing the idea (i.e. the majority of respondents) it
seems that people living in North America are relatively less reluctant on average than people
living in Europe and Asia. In line with what we found out in the previous paragraph, teenagers
are on average between significantly less reluctant to the idea than people aged between 20 and
40.

What would be the key takeaway from these results? That a majority of persons have adopted a
cautious, if not fearful stance towards targeted use of emotion analytics. There seems to be an
overall trend towards more privacy protection, for two major reasons. The first one is simply that
people don't want to lay down their emotions out in the open. The second one is that people seem
to be tired of brands constantly developing new insidious and non-transparent techniques to get
the most exhaustive consumer profiles, so that they can be as close as possible to consumers'
needs and desires, and ultimately sell them more products or services.

2. Legal and ethical issues: what solutions or regulations?

2.1. Ethical issues

As we have seen, emotion analytics are particularly convenient for neuromarketing. Yet
neuromarketing raises free will concerns: are consumers really the masters of their own decisions
or are they easily influenced? Experts in the sector claim that the suspected manipulation behind
neuromarketing is a phony debate. According to those experts, there is a real confusion between
measuring emotion and provoking emotion. The idea of an existing "purchase button" that can be
triggered in consumers' brains would be a myth -neuromarketing would only be a measurement
tool (Vincent 2017).

It stands to reason that neuromarketing experts defend their industry. However, several uses of
emotion analytics have led to question the fact that emotion analytics can't actually influence
people's desires and emotions. Nano and biotechnologies give us a glimpse of how exploiting
neurosciences results (such as those collected with emotion technologies) can lead to exceed by
far simple observation of the nervous system (Vincent 2017). French expert in Information
Science Sophie Lacour relates that the DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency),
the agency of the US department of Defense in charge or research and development of new
technologies intended for military use, has been working since 2014 on implants capable of
detecting and modulating desires. It seems like a few thousand persons in the world would
already be equipped with such neuronal chips (Vincent 2017).
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At the same time, experiences that were conducted on rats at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 2013 have demonstrated the manipulating power of neurosciences. Those
conducting the experiment found out they could make a rat's tail move by activating a specific
part of the brain, and that they could even implant fake memories (Vincent 2017). What
guarantee do we have that a few years from now we won't be able to do the same on humans, for
instance by activating disgust for chocolate for balanced diet purposes? We should all be on our
guard: under the guise of pleasing consumers by answering their every need in an always more
accurate and personalized fashion, those technologies risk confining individuals in consuming
strategies that they don't realize. Misused, those technologies could lead to hyper-control and
could take away individuals from their free will by surreptitiously wiping out their imagination,
spontaneity, randomness, and serendipity.

There is another potential threat to keep in mind regarding the use of neurosciences, and in
particular emotion analytics. Although theoretically rational thinking and emotions are supposed
to balance each other, the speeding up of time that is inherent to our society doesn't foster the use
of reason (but rather that of emotions). Meanwhile, our brain still requires time to make a
thoughtful decision (at least 25 minutes and up). This is in contradiction with our digital society
where speed prevails and drives our every-day lives, short-circuiting any rational reasoning; just
look around: we are surrounded by fast-foods, speed-dating, speed-meeting, binge-watching, etc.
Speed has become a value in itself, and emotions often replaces logical reasoning. Deemed an
opportunity by brands who thrive in this digital environment, it is a change in paradigm that
consumers should watch out for.

Consumers should be even more alert since they are much more exposed than they might think.
Take freemium business models for instance: they are expanding fast, almost becoming standard.
They might seem harmless, but it is not always the case, as shown by Facebook's past and current
history facing legal and ethical issues with regard to personal data protection. Freemium models
are attractive to consumers, but they are definitely not very transparent when it comes to the
collection and use of consumer data. Precisely, this grey area is what allows most freemium
businesses to grow. As an anonymous person summed up on the Internet "If it's free, then it
means that you are the product". Applied to Facebook, this means that their huge profits come
from selling personal user data to advertisers for targeting purposes- data collected through all
available digital means, including algorithms to get to know your preferences regarding any
topic, and more often than not collected and sold without the user knowing about it. For instance,
only thanks to Facebook "Likes", researchers from the University of Cambridge managed to
determine quite accurately the age, gender, main personality traits, satisfaction level, sexual
orientation, public and politic opinion, worship, hobbies, and relationship status from a group of
86,000 Facebook users. A finding that is not without consequence, since collecting data without
clear approval from consumers can be considered as infringement of privacy. As a matter of fact,
in 2011 in Germany, the state of Schleswig-Holstein ordered all the websites hosted in the state to
withdraw the "Like" icon linked to Facebook. This occurred after the state official appointed to
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oversee data protection judged that this icon violated German and European laws with respect to
protection of private data, in that Facebook could even collect data from non-Facebook users.
Plus, in the particular case of Facebook, we mentioned earlier the study which proved that
Facebook was capable of influencing emotions of users through mass emotional contagion, while
at the same time collecting emotional data for more in-depth profiling purposes. Freedom of will
concerns should start to surface: to what extent choices and decisions of users are their own,
considering that high-performance algorithms are constantly targeting them to influence them on
a daily basis? (Herard 2016).

2.2. Official regulations

Fortunately, as of today, it is not legal to record a single individual's emotions without them
knowing about it and having agreed to it, although regulation varies depending on geography.
Experiments are authorized only if they are anonymous.

As related by Xavier Fischer from Datakalab, whom I interviewed, different laws kick in
depending on the target audience. For instance, for large public audiences like an audience in a
football stadium, you can have a video camera recording facial expressions of people (like the
image from a stadium with emotion labels shown previously), whereas at a retail store it isn't
legal to have people being part of an experimentation (e.g. facial expression analysis) without
them knowing about it and approving it.

Xavier Fischer exemplified this with the work Datakalab did for the French supermarket chain
Super-U: they would ask people who entered a Super-U store if they were willing to wear a
bracelet that would track their biometrics, and that's how they would get their "feel data".
Tracking their emotions through facial coding on the other hand would present a technical
challenge (since the technology today requires to be straight in front of the camera and to stay
still) but would also bump into legal issues, since it is not authorized today to analyze people's
emotions in a store that way.

Continuing on that particular topic, I had an interesting discussion with a person working for
Afiniti, an Al company that wants to develop a facial coding algorithm as an add-on to in-store
cameras, to enable companies to gather more information, and in particular emotional data, on
customers entering the store. By doing so, they could match the best store-agent for each
customer. When I asked this person about how they expected to overcome legal issues, the person
replied "We are focusing on developing the product first, and only then will we find a way to
make it legal". I didn't know if what that person meant was that, by the time they are done
developing their product, regulations will likely authorize it; or if they planned on overlooking
legal aspects. The person added that since stores already had cameras, it would be easy to add this
new feature without it being apparent. Should we be worried? Only the future will tell us, but the
simple fact that they are considering it means it is probably not impossible to achieve.
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Regulations vary by geography, but also by technology. For instance in France, MRI for
marketing purposes is prohibited by law; brain imaging techniques can be used only for medical
or scientific research purposes, or as part of judicial expertise2 0 While everywhere else in
Europe, brain imaging techniques for marketing purposes are authorized (Vincent 2017).

Generally speaking, without getting in too much specifics, regulations regarding data protection
are much less stringent in the USA than in the rest of the world.

As highlighted in the "Privacy Policy Legislation & Requirements by Country" guide, in the US
data privacy isn't as heavily legislated - at least on a federal level- as it is in a majority of other
countries. Traditionally, the US federal government leaves a lot of leeway to each state in terms
of regulations, and data privacy is no different. Regulations also vary from one industry to
another, which makes the understanding of data protection regulations very confusing and
complex for website owners (and any other data-collecting business) to maneuver. The Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) is in charge of business privacy laws. The FTC doesn't obligate to
have privacy policies per se, but they do proscribe deceptive practices. There are some federal
initiatives legislating on data protection, among which:

- The Children's Online Privacy Protection Rule (COPPA), which pertains to websites
collecting data from children under 13 years old

- The California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA), which is more stringent than
the former one and appears to be the first regulation in the US that explicitly obliges
websites to post a privacy policy (informing on the type of personal data collected,
indicating third parties with whom the information is shared, allowing users to review and
amend their collected data, updating consumers about any changes to the privacy policy).
It affects not only websites incorporated in California, but basically any website collecting
personal data from consumers living in California.

On the other hand, a majority of countries besides the US are being much more protective about
data protection. Take the European Union for instance. Since 1998 the European Union Data
Protection Directive has been in place, declaring that anyone processing personal data is required
to do so in a "fair and lawful manner" only. For data collection to be deemed lawful, it must be
collected only for "specified, explicit and legitimate" purposes, and consumers must have given
explicit, univocal consent after being warned that data collection and use is happening. Plus,
users must be informed if their data is going to be shared with any third party (Directive
95/46/EC).

20 Law n'2011-814 dated 7 July 2011, article 45
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Europe's will to protect personal data will go one step further with a new data protection law
kicking in on May 24 h, 2018. The aim is to adjust to new digital realities. The data protection
reform, known as GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), pursues three main objectives:

- Reinforce individuals' rights, in particular regarding the creation of a right to personal
data portability and provisions specific to underage individuals

- Empower the players in the data processing field (processing manager and subcontractors)
- Give more credibility to the law through reinforced cooperation between data protection

authorities, who will notably be able to adopt common decisions

This new data protection law aims at harmonizing the legal framework across the EU, and is
articulated around transparency towards consumers and empowerment of companies collecting
and processing data (with shared responsibilities made clear). Sanctions are expected to be more
supervised, graduated and reinforced (CNIL2 ' 2016).

Although in theory this reform seems promising, there are still challenges regarding the
incorporation of those new legal standards within each company and regarding the actual
implementation of sanctions. A study conducted in France showed that 45% of private and public
companies didn't even know they were supposed to conform to GDPR by May 2018, and 43% of
them haven't yet evaluated the impact that the regulation will have on their functioning. Even
more striking, 38% of companies simply think they won't conform by the deadline (Berthier
2017).

Overall, even if for some companies it may seem excessive to comply to all these regulations and
to create an exhaustive privacy policy (especially if you're only collecting email addresses for a
monthly newsletter), in our current economy of information, it is critical to acknowledge the
seriousness of privacy rights and data protection. Not merely to be compliant, but more
importantly because transparency about data collection and protection will establish trust with
consumers.

V. Conclusion and reflections on the future

of the developing emotion ecosystem

Looking back at Gordon Moore's law, which outlined how a particular metric attached to an
innovation (e.g. power, capacity, speed, etc.) doubled on a regular basis, leading to exponential
growth for that particular innovation, we can reflect on whether emotion analytics are expected to
behave in the same manner. Today, we might be tempted to disagree: emotion analytics are still

21 CNIL is the French National Commission on Informatics and Liberty
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very early stage in terms of technology and research, technical challenges regarding expending to
other applications are numerous, lack of support from public opinion will take time to get
overcome, if ever, and legal issues are multiple. But let's just remind ourselves that the vast
information ecosystem we are part of did not come all at once. International standards (e.g.
infrastructure, protocols) were called for in order to bring efficiency, in the same way
standardization brought efficiency to the industrial revolution more than one century earlier. It
took both time and investment to get to the ecosystem we have now. Just think about what we
have today: the permanent access to real-time information through the Internet, or the range of
virtual possibilities to communicate in real-time across the globe, or long-run weather forecasts-
all of which didn't exist not so long ago. Although those technologies were probably theoretically
achievable a few decades earlier, the underlying infrastructure lacked, and that's why they only
emerged later.

According to Richard Yonck, futurist and author of Heart of the Machine: Our Future in a World
ofArtificial Emotional Intelligence, it seems like the pattern described above is likely to occur
repeatedly throughout the 21s" century. Many technologies will go through comparable cycles,
and it's the author's contention that emotion Al (i.e. affective computing) will be among them. If
so, the resulting emotion economy would eventually grow into a wide ecosystem of software,
hardware and services governed by marketplace forces that might then seem obvious-just like
our ecosystem today does. Why does he think emotion Al will be part of those developing
technologies? Simply because, as we have reminded ourselves throughout this study, emotions
hold as the foundation beneath all types of human communication and shapes every experience at
its most basic degree.

Today however, emotion analytics are still very early stage: analysis outside the lab is still facing
many challenges, and more broadly speaking emotion analytics are still far away from achieving
their full potential, which should be expected to happen one or two decades from now. Why then
is it a hot topic? Simply because we are continuously constructing today tomorrow's
infrastructure, whether specific to affective computing or not. In particular with the development
of the Internet of Things (IoT), it would not be farfetched to imagine that emotion technologies
could be included to this new sensor network. Overlooking privacy and legal issues for the
moment, integrating emotion Al to the IoT distributed network would present us with the
opportunity to make our nonverbal cues as decipherable to our technology as to the persons in
our environment. Going even further, we might think that emotion technologies will on day help
us reduce or even crush the cognitive biases that our emotions perpetually drive us toward
(Yonck 2017).

Progressively, as the infrastructure gets developed, it will be more and more feasible to achieve
an ecosystem of emotionally-aware products and services, bridging existing gaps, developing into
niche markets that will in turn generate new opportunities that would have been unimaginable a
few years back. For this to happen though, emotion Al has to get funding support. Forecasts
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expect artificial intelligence-related revenues to grow rapidly (by a factor of five according to
Yonck) over the next five years, and the subcategory constituted by emotion Al is expected to
follow the same trajectory. However, all these nice projections are achievable if and only if they
get public support. Accrued concerns about privacy issues and data protection could lead to
regulation overreach. It would be in nobody's interest to come to such a blocked situation.
Indeed, even when regulations try to restrict or completely block a specific technology usage, it is
very unlikely that it will get blocked entirely- thus giving illegitimate advantage to outlawed
companies or individuals wrongfully processing personal data. Everybody has interest in having
more transparency. One way that could benefit almost everyone would be to focus on setting
industry standards as soon as possible, and to avoid the main pitfall that consists in supposing that
tomorrow's applications of technology will be identical to today's.

Richard Yonck gives us an illustration of such pitfall in his blog page for Affectiva (2017): "a
number of today's Internet vulnerabilities exist because its architects' early assumptions
about trust couldn't be sustained as the network scaled up and became increasingly
commercialized. Similarly, in just a few decades, attitudes about privacy will probably be very
different from what they are today, making certain potential applications more acceptable. As a
result, when establishing the eventual protocols that define let's say the recording and
reproduction of discrete units of emotion, we might want to factor in a world in which this
becomes a shared form of popular entertainment". Although I agree with his illustration, I am not
utterly convinced today that reading emotions through technology is going to transform into a
popular means of entertainment.

Currently two different forces are opposing regarding the future of emotion Al: on the one hand
excitement and great interest regarding its potential, and on the other hand concern and rejection
(because of fear of how it will change our ecosystem). As supported by Gartner's Hype Cycle
(see graph below), undue excitement at some point could lead to disillusion, with expectations
way beyond reality, which in turn could lead to a fallback in private and public investment.
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Gartner's Hype Cycle in innovative technologies
Source: Gartner.com

Separately, excessively negative opinion could also lead to important restraining of further
development, or even to public disallowance. So how to strike the right balance to reach a smooth
development of emotion Al?

It is not an easy tradeoff. With respect to those who fear the emergence of emotionally-aware
products and services and who fret about protecting their privacy, I think it is perfectly normal
and expected to have those concerns. It doesn't mean they will never become endorsers or
emotion analytics.

Let's take the example of the telephone to illustrate that last sentence. It took approximately a
whole century for the telephone to be adopted, while it is today a product we take for granted. In
his Harvard Business paper entitled "Note on Innovation Diffusion: Roger 's Five Factors ", John
Gourville accounts for the telephone's slow adoption in the USA. Among other reasons, while
the advantages of calling family, friends, or business acquaintances in other regions of the globe
seems natural today, back in the late 1800's and early 1900's people were most likely to live,
work, and socially connect almost exclusively with people in the same town. Consequently,
reaching out to someone far away was barely a need. And even if people were to acknowledge
the theoretical benefit of the telephone, since only a very little number of persons owned a phone,
the actual relative advantage of the telephone was far from evident. Similarly, today the
telephone is perfectly aligned with our values, standards, and perceptions. But back in the late
1800's, the thought of a voice coming out of a metal cube was disturbing or even daunting. And
even the more "adventurous" people that would be willing to try the telephone still preferred their
good old telegraph that left them with a lasting hard copy of their communications. Regarding
complexity, the telephone was a contradiction: although fairly easy to use, it was highly difficult
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to understand, and aroused several concerns (e.g. can the telephone transmit disease, does it
speak the same language as me, etc.), to the extent that it actually hampered adoption for a long
time. With all those facts at hand, it is easy to get why the telephone's adoption was so slow in
the US.

In retrospect, translating the above analysis to emotion analytics might get us to believe that a
few decades from now emotionally-aware products and services will be perfect standard, and that
they will be fully-integrated in our ecosystem. Nevertheless, expressing concerns about an
innovation that seems incompatible with current norms (e.g. privacy concerns) and that seems to
provide only little relative advantage but high complexity is natural. I am not advocating for
emotional technologies, since I still count myself today among those who have concerns, but I
also interviewed many people that intended well, who fiercely believed in the added value for
each of us, and who advocated human-wise respectful uses of those technologies.

This leads me to another point I want to make that might momentarily temper the enthusiasm of
emotion Al defenders. To the point of those with reservations, there is a real threat of misuse or
wrongful use of such technologies, and to the detriments of consumers. Knowing about emotions
is powerful, since it gets to the most inner layers of human beings. Put in the hands of the wrong
people, it can do damage. Put in the hands of companies focusing only on improving their
efficiencies and profits regardless of how they achieve their goals is dangerous. I interviewed
several persons in the field that were so focused on the technology itself that they were losing
ground on what's ethical and what's not, what's acceptable and what's not- not always even on
purpose, but simply because they cared about nothing else then improving their product or
service. But for consumers to accept to have their emotions read, and someday eventually adopt
emotionally-aware products or services, trust is a prerequisite. The threat I see today to an
unhindered and smooth development of emotion technologies is the lack of trust-building on the
part of emotion Al players. How do you get people to trust your technology? Simply by proving
them in a respectful manner how much value they can get from it, regardless of whether you
make profit through those trust-building projects. An example of such project can be found for
instance in what Daniel Egger, author of Future Value Generation, shared with me during our
interview. Daniel Egger participated in the organization and the research around an event about
the future of living. His work mainly consisted in using emotion analytics to research how they
could help increase people's well-being in smart homes. Another illustration is the work
BeyondVerbal does with hospitals to detect specific diseases at much earlier stages thanks to
their voice recognition technology. These are just two examples among many others, but they are
inspiring, and they contribute to build trust with consumers. In my mind trust is key to support a
smooth emergence of emotion Al, but I guess that even if trust wasn't reached, as long as
regulations are not actively imposing restrictions to emotion technologies, there will still be
insidious ways to gather our emotional data, and people will eventually get used to it. After all,
Google's geolocation feature is yet another example: many people would rather not be tracked,
but they got used to it. Besides, there is not much they can do, except opting out when their
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mobile app asks them if they authorize Google to record their locations; and people have actually
come to recognize that the geolocation feature can actually be useful to them (e.g. GPS guiding,
recommending nearby restaurants, stores, etc.).
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